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ERECHTHEUS.

ERECHTHEUS.

MOTHER of life and death and all men's days,

Earth, whom I chief of all men born would bless,

And call thee with more loving lips than theirs

Mother, for of this very body of thine

And living blood I have my breath and live,

Behold me, even thy son, me crowned of men,

Me made thy child by that strong cunning God

Who fashions fire and iron, who begat

Me for a sword and beacon-fire on thee,

Me fosterling of Pallas, in her shade 10

Reared, that I first might pay the nursing debt,

Hallowing her fame with flower of third-year feasts,

And first bow down the bridled strength of steeds

To lose the wild wont of their birth, and bear

Clasp of man's knees and steerage of his hand,

B



ERECHTHEUS.

Or fourfold service of his fire-swift wheels

That whirl the four-yoked chariot
;
me the king

Who stand before thee naked now, and cry,

holy and general mother of all men born,

But mother most and motherliest of mine, 20

Earth, for I ask thee rather of all the Gods,

What have we done ? what word mistimed or work

Hath winged the wild feet of this timeless curse

To fall as fire upon us ? Lo, I stand

Here on this brow's crown of the city's head

That crowns its lovely body, till death's hour

Waste it
;
but now the dew of dawn and birth

Is fresh upon it from thy womb, and we

Behold it born how beauteous
;
one day more

1 see the world's wheel of the circling sun 30

Roll up rejoicing to regard on earth

This one thing goodliest, fair as heaven or he,

Worth a God's gaze or strife of Gods
;
but now

Would this day's ebb of their spent wave of strife

Sweep it to sea, wash it on wreck, and leave

A costless thing contemned
;
and in our stead,

Where these walls were and sounding streets of men,

Make wide a waste for tongueless water-herds



ERECHTHEUS.

And spoil of ravening fishes
;
that no more

Should men say, Here was Athens. This shalt thou

Sustain not, nor thy son endure to see, 41

Nor thou to live and look on
;
for the womb

Bare me not base that bare me miserable,

To hear this loud brood of the Thracian foam

Break its broad strength of billowy-beating war

Here, and upon it as a blast of death

Blowing, the keen wrath of a fire-souled king,

A strange growth grafted on our natural soil,

A root of Thrace in Eleusinian earth

Set for no comfort to the kindly land, 5

Son of the sea's lord and our first-born foe,

Eumolpus ; nothing sweet in ears of thine

The music of his making, nor a song

Toward hopes of ours auspicious ;
for the note

Rings as for death oracular to thy sons

That goes before him on the sea-wind blown

Full of this charge laid on me, to put out

The brief light kindled of mine own child's life,

Or with this helmsman hand that steers the state

Run right on the under shoal and ridge of death 60

The populous ship with all its fraughtage gone

B 2
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And sails that were to take the wind of time

Rent, and the tackling that should hold out fast

In confluent surge of loud calamities

Broken, with spars of rudders and lost oars

That were to row toward harbour and find rest

In some most glorious haven of all the world

And else may never near it : such a song

The Gods have set his lips on fire withal

Who threatens now in all their names to bring 70

Ruin
;
but none of these, thou knowest, have I

Chid with my tongue or cursed at heart for grief,

Knowing how the soul runs reinless on sheer death

Whose grief or joy takes part against the Gods.

And what they will is more than our desire,

And their desire is more than what we will.

For no man's will and no desire of man's

Shall stand as doth a God's will. Yet, O fair

Mother, that seest me how I cast no word

Against them, plead no reason, crave no cause, 80

Boast me not blameless, nor beweep me wronged,

By this fair wreath of towers we have decked thee

with,

This chaplet that we give thee woven of walls,
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This girdle of gate and temple and citadel

Drawn round beneath thy bosom, and fast linked

As to thine heart's root this dear crown of thine,

This present light, this city be not thou

Slow to take heed nor slack to strengthen her,

Fare we so short-lived howsoe'er, and pay

What price we may to ransom thee thy town, 90

Not me my life
;
but thou that diest not, thou,

Though all our house die for this people's sake,

Keep thou for ours thy crown our city, guard

And give it life the lovelier that we died.

CHORUS.

Sun, that hast lightened and loosed by thy might

Ocean and Earth from the lordship of night,

Quickening with vision his eye that was veiled,

Freshening the force in her heart that had failed,

That sister fettered and blinded brother

Should have sight by thy grace and delight of each

other, 100

Behold now and see

What profit is given them of thee
;
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What wrath has enkindled with madness of mind

Her limbs that were bounden, his face that was

blind,

To be locked as in wrestle together, and lighten

With fire that shall darken thy fire in the sky,

Body to body and eye against eye

In a war against kind,

Till the bloom of her fields and her high hills whiten

With the foam of his waves more high. no

For the sea-marks set to divide of old

The kingdoms to Ocean and Earth assigned,

The hoar sea-fields from the cornfields' gold,

His wine-bright waves from her vineyards' fold,

Frail forces we find

To bridle the spirit of Gods or bind

Till the heat of their hearts wax cold.

But the peace that was stablished between them to

stand

Is rent now in twain by the strength of his hand

Who stirs up the storm of his sons overbold 1 20

To pluck from fight what he lost of right,

By council and judgment of Gods that spake

And gave great Pallas the strife's fair stake,
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The lordship and love of the lovely land,

The grace of the town that hath on it for crown

But a headband to wear

Of violets one-hued with her hair :

For the vales and the green high places of earth

Hold nothing so fair,

And the depths of the sea bear no such birth 1 30

Of the manifold births they bear.

Too well, too well was the great stake worth

A strife divine for the Gods to judge,

A crowned God's triumph, a foiled God's grudge,

Though the loser be strong and the victress wise

Who played long since for so large a prize,

The fruitful immortal anointed adored

Dear city of men without master or lord,

Fair fortress and fostress of sons born free,

Who stand in her sight and in thine, O sun, 140

Slaves of no man, subjects of none
;

A wonder enthroned on the hills and sea,

A maiden crowned with a fourfold glory

That none from the pride of her head may rend,

Violet and olive-leaf purple and hoary,

Song-wreath and story the fairest of fame,
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Flowers that the winter can blast not or bend
;

A light upon earth as the sun's own flame,

A name as his name,

Athens, a praise without end. 150

A noise is arisen against us of waters, \str. \.

A sound as of battle come up from the sea.

Strange hunters are hard on us, hearts without pity ;

They have staked their nets round the fair young

city,

That the sons of her strength and her virgin

daughters

Should find not whither alive to flee.

And we know not yet of the word unwritten, [Ant. i.

The doom of the Pythian we have not heard
;

From the navel of earth and the veiled mid altar

We wait for a token with hopes that falter, 160

With fears that hang on our hearts thought-smitten

Lest her tongue be kindled with no good word.

O thou not born of the womb, nor bred [Str. 2.

In the bride-night's warmth of a changed God's bed,

But thy life as a lightning was flashed from the light

of thy father's head,
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O chief God's child by a motherless birth,

If aught in thy sight we indeed be worth,

Keep death from us thou, that art none of the Gods

of the dead under earth.

Thou that hast power on us, save, if thou wilt
; [Ant. 2.

Let the blind wave breach not thy wall scarce built
;

But bless us not so as by bloodshed, impute not for

grace to us guilt, 17 l

Nor by price of pollution of blood set us free
;

Let the hands be taintless that clasp thy knee,

Nor a maiden be slain to redeem for a maiden her

shrine from the sea.

O earth, O sun, turn back [Sir. 3.

Full on his deadly track

Death, that would smite you black and mar your

creatures,

And with one hand disroot

All tender flower and fruit,

With one strike blind and mute the heaven's fair

features, 1 80

Pluck out the eyes of morn, and make

Silence in the east and blackness whence the bright

songs break.
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Help, earth, help, heaven, that hear [Ant. 3.

The song-notes of our fear,

Shrewd notes and shrill, not clear or joyful-sounding ;

Hear, highest of Gods, and stay

Death on his hunter's way,

Full on his forceless prey his beagles hounding ;

Break thou his bow, make short his hand,

Maim his fleet foot whose passage kills the living

land. 190

Let a third wave smite not us, father, [Str. 4.

Long since sore smitten of twain,

Lest the house of thy son's son perish

And his name be barren on earth.

Whose race wilt thou comfort rather

If none to thy son remain ?

Whose seed wilt thou choose to cherish

If his be cut off in the birth ?

For the first fair graft of his grafting [Ant. 4.

Was rent from its maiden root 200

By the strong swift hand of a lover

Who fills the night with his breath
;

On the lip of the stream low-laughing

Her green soft virginal shoot
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Was plucked from the stream-side cover

By the grasp of a love like death.

For a God's was the mouth that kissed her [Str. 5.

Who speaks, and the leaves lie dead,

When winter awakes as at warning

To the sound of his foot from Thrace. 210

Nor happier the bed of her sister

Though Love's self laid her abed

By a bridegroom beloved of the morning

And fair as the dawn's own face.

For Procris, ensnared and ensnaring [Ant. 5.

By the fraud of a twofold wile,

With the point of her own spear stricken

By the gift of her own hand fell.

Oversubtle in doubts, overdaring

In deeds and devices of guile, 220

And strong to quench as to quicken,

O Love, have we named thee well ?

By thee was the spear's edge whetted [Str. 6.

That laid her dead in the dew,

In the moist green glens of the midland

By her dear lord slain and thee.

And him at the cliff's end fretted
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By the grey keen waves, him too,

Thine hand from the white-browed headland

Flung down for a spoil to the sea. 230

But enough now of griefs grey-growing [Ant. 6.

Have darkened the house divine,

Have flowered on its boughs and faded,

And green is the brave stock yet.

O father all-seeing and all-knowing,

Let the last fruit fall not of thine

From the tree with whose boughs we are

shaded,

From the stock that thy son's hand set.

ERECHTHEUS.

O daughter of Cephisus, from all time

Wise have I found thee, wife and queen, of heart 240

Perfect
;
nor in the days that knew not wind

Nor days when storm blew death upon our peace

Was thine heart swoln with seed of pride, or bowed

With blasts of bitter fear that break men's souls

Who lift too high their minds toward heaven, in

thought
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Too godlike grown for worship ;
but of mood

Equal, in good time reverent of time bad,

And glad in ill days of the good that were.

Nor now too would I fear thee, now misdoubt

Lest fate should find thee lesser than thy doom, 250

Chosen if thou be to bear and to be great

Haply beyond all women
;
and the word

Speaks thee divine, dear queen, that speaks thee dead,

Dead being alive, or quick and dead in one

Shall not men call thee living ? yet I fear

To slay thee timeless with my proper tongue,

With lips, thou knowest, that love thee
;
and such work

Was never laid of Gods on men, such word

No mouth of man learnt ever, as from mine

Most loth to speak thine ear most loth shall take 260

And hold it hateful as the grave to hear.

PRAXITHEA.

That word there is not in all speech of man,

King, that being spoken of the Gods and thee

I have not heart to honour, or dare hold

More than I hold thee or the Gods in hate
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Hearing ;
but if my heart abhor it heard

Being insubmissive, hold me not thy wife

But use me like a stranger, whom thine hand

Hath fed by chance and finding thence no thanks

Flung off for shame's sake to forgetfulness. 270

ERECHTHEUS.

O, of what breath shall such a word be made,

Or from what heart find utterance ? Would my tongue

Were rent forth rather from the quivering root

Than made as fire or poison thus for thee.

PRAXITHEA.

But if thou speak of blood, and I that hear

Be chosen of all for this land's love to die

And save to thee thy city, know this well,

Happiest I hold me of her seed alive.

i

ERECHTHEUS.

O sun that seest, what saying was this of thine,

God, that thy power has breathed into my lips ? 280

For from no sunlit shrine darkling it came.
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PRAXITHEA.

What portent from the mid oracular place

Hath smitten thee so like a curse that flies

Wingless, to waste men with its plagues ? yet speak.

ERECHTHEUS.

Thy blood the Gods require not
;
take this first.

PRAXITHEA.

To me than thee more grievous this should sound.

ERECHTHEUS.

That word rang truer and bitterer than it knew.

PRAXITHEA.

This is not then thy grief, to see me die ?

ERECHTHEUS.

Die shalt thou not, yet give thy blood to death.

PRAXITHEA.

If this ring worse I know not
; strange it rang. 290
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ERECHTHEUS.

Alas, thou knowest not
;
woe is me that know.

PRAXITHEA.

And woe shall mine be, knowing ; yet halt not here.

ERECHTHEUS.

Guiltless of blood this state may stand no more.

P

PRAXITHEA.

Firm let it stand whatever bleed or fall.

ERECHTHEUS.

O Gods, that I should say it shall and weep.

PRAXITHEA.

Weep, and say this ? no tears should bathe such words.

ERECHTHEUS.

Woe's me that I must weep upon them, woe.

PRAXITHEA.

What stain is on them for thy tears to cleanse ?
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ERECHTHEUS.

A stain of blood unpurgeable with tears.

PRAXITHEA.

Whence ? for thou sayest it is and is not mine. 300

ERECHTHEUS.

Hear then and know why only of all men I

Tha bring such news as mine is, I alone

Must wash good words with weeping ;
I and thou,

Woman, must wail to hear men sing, must groan

To see their joy who love us
;

all our friends

Save only we, and all save we that love

This holiness of Athens, in our sight

Shall lift their hearts up, in our hearing praise

Gods whom* we may not
;
for to these they give

Life of their children, flower of all their seed, 310

For all their travail fruit, for all their hopes

Harvest
;
but we for all our good things, we

Have at their hands which fill all these folk full

Death, barrenness, child-slaughter, curses, cares,

Sea-leaguer and land-shipwreck ;
which of these,

Which wilt thou first give thanks for ? all are thine.

c
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PRAXITHEA.

What first they give who give this city good,

For that first given to save it I give thanks

First, and thanks heartier from a happier tongue,

More than for any my peculiar grace 320

Shown me and not my country ;
next for this,

That none of all these but for all these I

Must bear my burden, and no eye but mine

Weep of all women's in this broad land born

Who see their land's deliverance
;
but much more,

But most for this I thank them most of all,

That this their edge of doom is chosen to pierce

My heart and not my country's ;
for the sword

Drawn to smite there and sharpened for such stroke

Should wound more deep than any turned on me. 330

CHORUS.

Well fares the land that bears such fruit, and well

The spirit that breeds such thought and speech in man.

ERECHTHEUS.

O woman, thou hast shamed my heart with thine,
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To show so strong a patience ;
take then all

;

For all shall break not nor bring down thy soul.

The word that journeying to the bright God's shrine

Who speaks askance and darkling, but his name

Hath in it slaying and ruin broad writ out,

I heard, hear thou : thus saith he
;
There shall die

One soul for all this people ;
from thy womb 340

Came forth the seed that here on dry bare ground

Death's hand must sow untimely, to bring forth

Nor blade nor shoot in season, being by name

To the under Gods made holy, who require

For this land's life her death and maiden blood

To save a maiden city. Thus I heard,

And thus with all said leave thee
;
for save this

No word is left us, and no hope alive.

CHORUS.

He hath uttered too surely his wrath not obscurely,

nor wrapt as in mists of his breath, \str

The master that lightens not hearts he enlightens, but

gives them foreknowledge of death. 350

As a bolt from the cloud hath he sent it aloud and

proclaimed it afar,

C 2
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From the darkness and height of the horror of night

hath he shown us a star.

Star may I name it and err not, or flame shall I say,

Born of the womb that was born for the tomb

of the day ?

O Night, whom other but thee for mother, and Death

for the father, Night, [Ant.

Shall we dream to discover, save thee and thy lover,

to bring such a sorrow to sight ?

From the slumberless bed for thy bedfellow spread

and his bride under earth

Hast thou brought forth a wild and insatiable child,

an unbearable birth.

Fierce are the fangs of his wrath, and the pangs

that they give ;

None is there, none that may bear them, not one

that would live. 360

CHTHONIA.

Forth of the fine-spun folds of veils that hide

My virgin chamber toward the full-faced sun'

I set my foot not moved of mine own will,

Unmaidenlike, nor with unprompted speed
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Turn eyes too broad or doglike unabashed

On reverend heads of men and thence on thine,

Mother, now covered from the light and bowed

As hers who mourns her brethren
;
but what grief

Bends thy blind head thus earthward, holds thus mute,

I know not till thy will be to lift up 370

Toward mine thy sorrow-muffled eyes and speak ;

And till thy will be would I know this not.

PRAXITHEA.

Old men and childless, or if sons ye have seen

And daughters, elder-born were these than mine,

Look on this child, how young of years, how sweet,

How scant of time and green of age her life

Puts forth its flower of girlhood ;
and her gait

How virginal, how soft her speech, her eyes

How seemly smiling ;
wise should all ye be,

All honourable and kindly men of age ; 380

Now give me counsel and one word to say

That I may bear to speak, and hold my peace

Henceforth for all time even as all ye now.

Dumb are ye all, bowed eyes and tongueless mouths,
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Unprofitable ;
if this were wind that speaks,

As much its breath might move you. Thou then,

child,

Set thy sweet eyes on mine
;
look through them well

;

Take note of all the writing of my face

As of a tablet or a tomb inscribed

That bears me record
;

lifeless now, my life 390

Thereon that was think written
;
brief to read,

Yet shall the scripture sear thine eyes as fire

And leave them dark as dead men's. Nay, dear child,

Thou hast no skill, my maiden, and no sense

To take such knowledge ;
sweet is all thy lore,

And all this bitter
; yet I charge thee learn

And love and lay this up within thine heart,

Even this my word
;
less ill it were to die

Than live and look upon thy mother dead,

Thy mother-land that bare thee
;
no man slain 400

But him who hath seen it shall men count unblest,

None blest as him who hath died and seen it not.

CHTHONIA.

That sight some God keep from me though I die.
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PRAXITHEA.

A God from thee shall keep it
;
fear not this.

CHTHONIA.

Thanks all my life long shall he gain of mine.

PRAXITHEA.

Short gain of all yet shall he get of thee.

CHTHONIA.

Brief be my life, yet so long live my thanks.

PRAXITHEA.

So long ? so little
;
how long shall they live ?

CHTHONIA.

Even while I see the sunlight and thine eyes.

PRAXITHEA.

Would mine might shut ere thine upon the sun. 410

CHTHONIA.

For me thou prayest unkindly ; change that prayer.
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PRAXITHEA.

Not well for me thou sayest, and ill for thee.

CHTHONIA.

Nay, for me well, if thou shalt live, not I.

PRAXITHEA.

How live, and lose these loving looks of thine ?

CHTHONIA.

It seems I too, thus praying, then, love thee not.

PRAXITHEA.

Lov'st thou not life ? what wouldst thou do to die ?

CHTHONIA.

Well, but not more than all things, love I life.

PRAXITHEA.

And fain wouldst keep it as thine age allows ?

CHTHONIA.

Fain would I live, and fain not fear to die.
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PRAXITHEA.

That I might bid thee die not ! Peace
;
no more. 420

CHORUS.

A godlike race of grief the Gods have set

For these to run matched equal, heart with heart.

PRAXITHEA.

Child of the chief of Gods, and maiden crowned,

Queen of these towers and fostress of their king,

Pallas, and thou my father's holiest head,

A living well of life nor stanched nor stained,

O God Cephisus, thee too charge I next,

Be to me judge and witness
;
nor thine ear

Shall now my tongue invoke not, thou to me

Most hateful of things holy, mournfullest 430

Of all old sacred streams that wash the world,

Ilissus, on whose marge at flowery play

A whirlwind-footed bridegroom found my child

And rapt her northward where mine elder-born

Keeps now the Thracian bride-bed of a God

Intolerable to seamen, but this land
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Finds him in hope for her sake favourable,

A gracious son by wedlock
;
hear me then

Thou likewise, if with no faint heart or false

The word I say be said, the gift be given, 440

Which might I choose I had rather die than give

Or speak and die not. Ere thy limbs were made

Or thine eyes lightened, strife, thou knowest, my child,

Twixt God and God had risen, which heavenlier

name

Should here stand hallowed, whose more liberal grace

Should win this city's worship, and our land

To which of these do reverence
;

first the lord

Whose wheels make lightnings of the foam-flowered

sea

Here on this rock, whose height brow-bound with

dawn

Is head and heart of Athens, one sheer blow 450

Struck, and beneath the triple wound that shook

The stony sinews and stark roots of the earth

Sprang toward the sun a sharp salt fount, and sank

Where lying it lights the heart up of the hill,

A well of bright strange brine
;
but she that reared

Thy father with her same chaste fostering hand
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Set for a sign against it in our guard

The holy bloom of the olive, whose hoar leaf

High in the shadowy shrine of Pandrosus

Hath honour of us all
;
and of this strife 460

The twelve most high Gods judging with one mouth

Acclaimed her victress
;
wroth whereat, as wronged

That she should hold from him such prize and place,

The strong king of the tempest-rifted sea

Loosed reinless on the low Thriasian plain

The thunders of his chariots, swallowing stunned

Earth, beasts, and men, the whole blind foundering

world

That was the sun's at morning, and ere noon

Death's
;
nor this only prey fulfilled his mind

;

For with strange crook-toothed prows of Carian folk

Who snatch a sanguine life out of the sea, 47 1

Thieves keen to pluck their bloody fruit of spoil

From -the grey fruitless waters, has their God

Furrowed our shores to waste them, as the fields

Were landward harried from the north with swords

Aonian, sickles of man-slaughtering edge

Ground for no hopeful harvest of live grain

Against us in Bceotia
;
these being spent,
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Now this third time his wind of wrath has blown

Right on this people a mightier wave of war, 480

Three times more huge a ruin
;
such its ridge

Foam-rimmed and hollow like the womb of heaven,

But black for shining, and with death for life

Big now to birth and ripe with child, full-blown

With fear and fruit of havoc, takes the sun

Out of our eyes, darkening the day, and blinds

The fair sky's face unseasonably with change,

A cloud in one and billow of battle, a surge

High reared as heaven with monstrous surf of spears

That shake on us their shadow, till men's heads 490

Bend, and their hearts even with its forward wind

Wither, so blasts all seed in them of hope

Its breath and blight of presage ; yea, even now

The winter of this wind out of the deeps

Makes cold our trust in comfort of the Gods

And blind our eye toward outlook
; yet not here,'

Here never shall the Thracian plant on high

For ours his father's symbol, nor with wreaths

A strange folk wreathe it upright set and crowned

Here where our natural people born behold 500

The golden Gorgon of the shield's defence
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That screens their flowering olive, nor strange Gods

Be graced, and Pallas here have praise no more.

And if this be not I must give my child,

Thee, mine own very blood and spirit of mine,

Thee to be slain. Turn from me, turn thine eyes

A little from me
;

I can bear not yet

To see if still they smile on mine or no,

If fear make faint the light in them, or faith

Fix them as stars of safety. Need have we, 510

Sore need of stars that set not in mid storm,

Lights that outlast the lightnings ; yet my heart

Endures not to make proof of thine or these,

Not yet to know thee whom I made, and bare

What manner of woman
;
had I borne thee man,

I had made no question of thine eyes or heart,

Nor spared to read the scriptures in them writ,

Wert thou my son
; yet couldst thou then but die

Fallen in sheer fight by chance and charge of spears

And have no more of memory, fill no tomb 520

More famous than thy fellows in fair field,

Where many share the grave, many the praise ;

But one crown shall one only girl my child

Wear, dead for this dear city, and give back life
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To him that gave her and to me that bare,

And save two sisters living ;
and all this,

Is this not all good ? I shall give thee, child,

Thee but by fleshly nature mine, to bleed

For dear land's love
;
but if the city fall

What part is left me in my children then ? 530

But if it stand and thou for it lie dead,

Then hast thou in it a better part than we,

A holier portion than we all
;
for each

Hath but the length of his own life to live,

And this most glorious mother-land on earth

To worship till that life have end
;
but thine

Hath end no more than hers
; thou, dead, shalt live

Till Athens live not
;
for the days and nights

Given of thy bare brief dark dividual life,

Shall she give thee half all her agelong own 540

And all its glory ;
for thou givest her these

;

But with one hand she takes and gives again

More than I gave or she requires of thee.

Come therefore, I will make thee fit for death,

I that could give thee, dear, no gift at birth

Save of light life that breathes and bleeds, even I

Will help thee to this better gift than mine
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And lead thee by this little living hand

That death shall make so strong, to that great end

Whence it shall lighten like a God's, and strike 550

Dead the strong heart of battle that would break

Athens
;
but ye, pray for this land, old men,

That it may bring forth never child on earth

To love it less, for none may more, than we.

CHORUS.

Out of the north wind grief came forth, [Sir. i.

And the shining of a sword out of the sea.

Yea, of old the first-blown blast blew the prelude of

this last,

The blast of his trumpet upon Rhodope.

Out of the north skies full of his cloud,

With the clamour of his storms as of a crowd 560

At the wheels of a great king crying aloud,

At the axle of a strong king's car

That has girded on the girdle of war

With hands that lightened the skies in sunder

And feet whose fall was followed of thunder,

A God, a great God strange of name,
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With horse-yoke fleeter-hoofed than flame,

To the mountain bed of a maiden came,

Oreithyia, the bride mismated,

Wofully wed in a snow-strewn bed 570

With a bridegroom that kisses the bride's mouth

dead
;

Without garland, without glory, without song,

As a fawn by night on the hills belated,

Given over for a spoil unto the strong.

From lips how pale so keen a wail [Ant. i.

At the grasp of a God's hand on her she gave,

When his breath that darkens air made a havoc

of her hair,

It rang from the mountain even to the wave
;

Rang with a cry, Woes me, woe is me !

From the darkness upon Haemus to the sea : 580

And with hands that clung to her new lord's knee,

As a virgin overborne with shame,

She besought him by her spouseless fame,

By the blameless breasts of a maid unmarried

And locks unmaidenly rent and harried,

And all her flower of body, born

To match the maidenhood of morn,
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With the might of the wind's wrath wrenched and

torn.

Vain, all vain as a dead man's vision

Falling by night in his old friends' sight, 590

To be scattered with slumber and slain ere light ;

Such a breath of such a bridegroom in that hour

Of her prayers made mock, of her fears derision,

And a ravage of her youth as of a flower.

With a leap of his limbs as a lion's, a cry from his

lips as of thunder, [Str. 2.

In a storm of amorous godhead filled with

fire,

From the height of the heaven that was rent with

the roar of his coming in sunder,

Sprang the strong God on the spoil of his desire.

And the pines of the hills were as green reeds

shattered,

And their branches as buds of the soft spring

scattered, 600

And the west wind and east, and the sound of the

south,

Fell dumb at the blast of the north wind's mouth,

At the cry of his coming out of heaven.

D
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And the wild beasts quailed in the rifts and hollows

Where hound nor clarion of huntsman follows,

And the depths of the sea were aghast, and whitened,

And the crowns of their waves were as flame that

lightened,

And the heart of the floods thereof was riven.

But she knew not him coming for terror, she felt not

her wrong that he wrought her, [Ant. 2.

When her locks as leaves were shed before his

breath, 610

And she heard not for terror his prayer, though the

cry was a God's that besought her,

Blown from lips that strew the world-wide seas

with death.

For the heart was molten within her to hear,

And her knees beneath her were loosened for

fear,

And her blood fast bound as a frost-bound water,

And the soft new bloom of the green earth's

daughter

Wind-wasted as blossom of a tree
;

As the wild God rapt her from earth's breast

lifted,
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On the strength of the stream of his dark breath

drifted,

From the bosom of earth as a bride from the

mother, 620

With storm for bridesman and wreck for brother,

As a cloud that he sheds upon the sea.

Of this hoary-headed woe \_Epode.

Song made memory long ago ;

Now a younger grief to mourn

Needs a new song younger born.

Who shall teach our tongues to reach

What strange height of saddest speech,

For the new bride's sake that is given to be

A stay to fetter the foot of the sea, 630

Lest it quite spurn down and trample the town,

Ere the violets be dead that were plucked for

its crown,

Or its olive-leaf whiten and wither ?

Who shall say of the wind's way

That he journeyed yesterday,

Or the track of the storm that shall sound to-

morrow,

If the new be more than the grey-grown sorrow ?

D 2
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For the wind of the green first season was keen,

And the blast shall be sharper than blew between

That the breath of the sea blows hither. 640

HERALD OF EUMOLPUS.

Old men, grey borderers on the march of death,

Tongue-fighters, tough of talk and sinewy speech,

Else nerveless, from no crew of such faint folk

Whose tongues are stouter than their hands come I

To bid not you to battle
;
let them strike

Whose swords are sharper than your keen-tongued

wail,

And ye, sit fast and sorrow
;
but what man

Of all this land-folk and earth-labouring herd

For heart or hand seems foremost, him I call

If heart be his to hearken, him bid forth 650

To try if one be in the sun's sight born

Of all that grope and grovel on dry ground

That may join hands in battle-grip for death

With them whose seed and strength is of the sea.

CHORUS.

Know thou this much for all thy loud blast blown,

We lack not hands to speak with, swords to plead,
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For proof of peril, not of boisterous breath,

Sea-wind and storm of barren mouths that foam

And rough rock's edge of menace
;
and short space

May lesson thy large ignorance and inform 660

This insolence with knowledge if there live

Men earth-begotten of no tenderer thews

Than knit the great joints of the grim sea's brood

With hasps of steel together ;
heaven to help,

One man shall break, even on their own flood's verge,

That iron bulk of battle
;
but thine eye

That sees it now swell higher than sand or shore

Haply shall see not when thine host shall shrink.

HERALD OF EUMOLPUS.

Not haply, nay, but surely, shall not thine.

CHORUS.

That lot shall no God give who fights for thee. 670

HERALD OF EUMOLPUS.

Shall Gods bear bit and bridle, fool, of men ?

CHORUS.

Nor them forbid we nor shalt thou constrain.
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HERALD OF EUMOLPUS.

Yet say'st thou none shall make the good lot mine ?

CHORUS.

Of thy side none, nor moved for fear of thee.

HERALD OF EUMOLPUS.

Gods hast thou then to baffle Gods of ours ?

CHORUS.

Nor thine nor mine, but equal-souled are they.

HERALD OF EUMOLPUS.

Toward good and ill, then, equal-eyed of soul ?

CHORUS.

Nay, but swift-eyed to note where ill thoughts breed.

HERALD OF EUMOLPUS.

Thy shaft word-feathered flies yet far of me.

CHORUS.

Pride knows not, wounded, till the heart be cleft. 680
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HERALD OF EUMOLPUS.

No shaft wounds deep whose wing is plumed with

words.

CHORUS.

Lay that to heart, and bid thy tongue learn grace.

HERALD OF EUMOLPUS.

Grace shall thine own crave soon too late of mine.

CHORUS.

Boast thou till then, but I wage words no more.

ERECHTHEUS.

Man, what shrill wind of speech and wrangling air

Blows in our ears a summons from thy lips

Winged with what message, or what gift or grace

Requiring ? none but what his hand may take

Here may the foe think hence to reap, nor this

Except some doom from Godward yield it him. 690

HERALD OF EUMOLPUS.

King of this land-folk, by my mouth to thee

Thus saith the son of him that shakes thine earth,
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Eumolpus ;
now the stakes of war are set,

For land or sea to win by throw and wear
;

Choose therefore or to quit thy side and give

The palm unfought for to his bloodless hand,

Or by that father's sceptre, and the foot

Whose tramp far off makes tremble for pure fear

Thy soul-struck mother, piercing like a sword

The immortal womb that bare thee
; by the waves 700

That no man bridles and that bound thy world,

And by the winds and storms of all the sea,

He swears to raze from eyeshot of the sun

This city named not of his father's name,

And wash to deathward down one flood of doom

This whole fresh brood of earth yeaned naturally,

Green yet and faint in its first blade, unblown

With yellow hope of harvest
;
so do thou,

Seeing whom thy time is come to meet, for fear

Yield, or gird up thy force to fight and die. 710

ERECHTHEUS.

To fight then be it
;
for if to die or live,

No man but only a God knows this much yet
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Seeing us fare forth, who bear but in our hands

The weapons not the fortunes of our fight ;

For these now rest as lots that yet undrawn

Lie in the lap of the unknown hour
;
but this

I know, not thou, whose hollow mouth of storm

Is but a warlike wind, a sharp salt breath

That bites and wounds not
;
death nor life of mine

Shall give to death or lordship of strange kings 720

The soul of this live city, nor their heel

Bruise her dear brow discrowned, nor snaffle or

goad

Wound her free mouth or stain her sanguine side

Yet masterless of man
;
so bid thy lord

Learn ere he weep to learn it, and too late

Gnash teeth that could not fasten on her flesh,

And foam his life out in dark froth of blood

Vain as a wind's waif of the loud-mouthed sea

Torn from the wave's edge whitening. Tell him

this
;

Though thrice his might were mustered for our

scathe 730

And thicker set with fence of thorn-edged spears

Than sands are whirled about the wintering beach -
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When storms have swoln the rivers, and their blasts

Have breached the broad sea-banks with stress of

sea,

That waves of inland and the main make war

As men that mix and grapple ; though his ranks

Were more to number than all wildwood leaves

The wind waves on the hills of all the world,

Yet should the heart not faint, the head not fall,

The breath not fail of Athens. Say, the Gods 740

From lips that have no more on earth to say

Have told thee this the last good news or ill

That I shall speak in sight of earth and sun

Or he shall hear and see them : for the next

That ear of his from tongue of mine may take

Must be the first word spoken underground

From dead to dead in darkness. Hence
;
make

haste,

Lest war's fleet foot be swifter than thy tongue

And I that part not to return again

On him that comes not to depart away 750

Be fallen before thee
;
for the time is full,

And with such mortal hope as knows not fear

I go this high last way to the end of all.
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CHORUS.

Who shall put a bridle in the mourner's lips to chasten

them, [Str. i.

Or seal up the fountains of his tears for shame ?

Song nor prayer nor prophecy shall slacken tears nor

hasten them,

Till grief be within him as a burnt-out flame
;

Till the passion be broken in his breast

And the might thereof molten into rest,

And the rain of eyes that weep be dry, 760

And the breath be stilled of lips that sigh.

Death at last for all men is a harbour
; yet they flee

from it, [Ant. i.

Set sails to the storm-wind and again to sea
;

Yet for all their labour no whit further shall they be

from it,

Nor longer but wearier shall their life's work be.

And with anguish of travail until night

Shall they steer into shipwreck out of sight,

And with oars that break and shrouds that strain

Shall they drive whence no ship steers again.
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Bitter and strange is the word of the God most

high, [Sir. 2. 770

And steep the strait of his way.

Through a pass rock-rimmed and narrow the light that

gleams

On the faces of men falls faint as the dawn of

dreams,

The dayspring of death as a star in an under sky

Where night is the dead men's day.

As darkness and storm is his will that on earth is

done, [Ant. 2.

As a cloud is the face of his strength.

King of kings, holiest of holies, and mightiest of

might,

Lord of the lords of thine heaven that are humble in

thy sight,

Hast thou set not an end for the path of the fires of

the sun, 780

To appoint him a rest at length ?

Hast thou told not by measure the waves of the

waste wide sea, [Str. 3.

And the ways of the wind their master and thrall to

thee ?
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Hast thou filled not the furrows with fruit for

the world's increase ?

Has thine ear not heard from of old or thine eye not

read

The thought and the deed of us living, the doom of

us dead ?

Hast thou made not war upon earth, and again

made peace ?

Therefore, O father, that seest us whose lives are a

breath, [Ant. 3.

Take off us thy burden, and give us not wholly to

death.

For lovely is life, and the law wherein all

things live, 790

And gracious the season of each, and the hour of its

kind,

And precious the seed of his life in a wise man's mind
;

But all save life for his life will a base man give.

But a life that is given for the life of the whole live

land, [Sir. 4.

From a heart unspotted a gift of a spotless hand,

Of pure will perfect and free, for the land's life's sake,

What man shall fear not to put forth his hand and take ?
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For the fruit of a sweet life plucked in its pure green

prime [Ant. 4.

On his hand who plucks is as blood, on his soul as

crime. 799

With cursing ye buy not blessing, nor peace with strife,

And the hand is hateful that chaffers with death for life.

Hast thou heard, O my heart, and endurest [Str. 5.

The word that is said,

What a garland by sentence found surest

Is wrought for what head ?

With what blossomless flowerage of sea-foam and

blood-coloured foliage inwound

It shall crown as a heifer's for slaughter the forehead

for marriage uncrowned ?

How the veils and the wreaths that should

cover [Ant. 5.

The brows of the bride

Shall be shed by the breath of what lover Sio

And scattered aside ?

With a blast of the mouth of what bridegroom the

crowns shall be cast from her hair,

And her head by what altar made humble be left of

them naked and bare ?
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At a shrine unbeloved of a God unbeholden a gift

shall be given for the land, \Str. 6.

That its ramparts though shaken with clamour and

horror of manifold waters may stand :

That the crests of its citadels crowned and its turrets

that thrust up their heads to the sun

May behold him unblinded with darkness of waves

overmastering their bulwarks begun.

As a bride shall they bring her, a prey for the bride-

groom, a flower for the couch of her lord
; [Ant. 6.

They shall muffle her mouth that she cry not or curse

them, and cover her eyes from the sword.

They shall fasten her lips as with bit and with bridle,

and darken the light of her face, 820

That the soul of the slayer may not falter, his heart

be not molten, his hand give not grace.

If she weep then, yet may none that hear take

pity ; [str. 7.

If she cry not, none should hearken though she

cried.

Shall a virgin shield thine head for love, O city,

With a virgin's blood anointed as for pride ?

Yet we held thee dear and hallowed of her favour, [Ant. 7.

Dear of all men held thy people to her heart
;
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Nought she loves the breath of blood, the sanguine

savour,

Who hath built with us her throne and chosen

her part.

Bloodless are her works, and sweet \_Epode. 830

All the ways that feel her feet
;

From the empire of her eyes

Light takes life and darkness flies
;

From the harvest of her hands

Wealth strikes root in prosperous lands
;

Wisdom of her word is made
;

At her strength is strength afraid
;

From the beam of her bright spear

War's fleet foot goes back for fear
;

In her shrine she reared the birth 840

Fire-begotten on live earth
;

Glory from her helm was shed

On his olive-shadowed head
;

By no hand but his shall she

Scourge the storms back of the sea,

To no fame but his shall give

Grace, being dead, with hers to live,

And in double name divine

Half the godhead of their shrine.
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But now with what word, with what woe may we

meet 850

The timeless passage of piteous feet,

Hither that bend to the last way's end

They shall walk upon earth ?

What song be rolled for a bride black-stoled

And the mother whose hand of her hand hath hold ?

For anguish of heart is my soul's strength broken

And the tongue sealed fast that would fain have

spoken,

To behold thee, O child of so bitter a birth

That we counted so sweet,

What way thy steps to what bride-feast tend, 860

What gift he must give that shall wed thee for token

If the bridegroom be goodly to greet.

CHTHONIA.

People, old men of my city, lordly wise and hoar of

head,

I a spouseless bride and crownless but with garlands

of the dead

From the fruitful light turn silent to my dark un-

childed bed.

E
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CHORUS.

Wise of word was he too surely, but with deadlier

wisdom wise,

First who gave thee name from under earth, no breath

from upper skies,

When, foredoomed to this day's darkness, their first

daylight filled thine eyes.

PRAXITHEA.

Child, my child that wast and art but death's and now

no more of mine,

Half my heart is cloven with anguish by the sword

made sharp for thine, 870

Half exalts its wing for triumph, that I bare thee

thus divine.

CHTHONIA.

Though for me the sword's edge thirst that sets no

point against thy breast,

Mother, O my mother, where I drank of life and fell

on rest,

Thine, not mine, is all the grief that marks this hour

accurst and blest.
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CHORUS.

Sweet thy sleep and sweet the bosom was that gave

thee sleep and birth
;

Harder now the breast, and girded with no marriage-

band for girth,

Where thine head shall sleep, the namechild of the

lords of under earth.

PRAXITHEA.

Dark the name and dark the gifts they gave thee,

child, in childbirth were,

Sprung from him that rent the womb of earth, a

bitter seed to bear,

Born with groanings of the ground that gave him

way toward heaven's dear air. 880

CHTHONIA.

Day to day makes answer, first to last, and life to

death ; but I,

Born for death's sake, die for life's sake, if indeed this

be to die,

This my doom that seals me deathless till the springs

of time run dry.

E 2
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CHORUS.

Children shalt thou bear to memory, that to man

shalt bring forth none
;

Yea, the lordliest that lift eyes and hearts and songs

to meet the sun,

Names to fire men's ears like music till the round

world's race be run.

PRAXITHEA.

I thy mother, named of Gods that wreak revenge and

brand with blame,

Now for thy love shall be loved as thou, and famous

with thy fame,

While this city's name on earth shall be for earth her

mightiest name.

CHTHONIA.

That I may give this poor girl's blood of mine 890

Scarce yet sun-warmed with summer, this thin life

Still green with flowerless growth of seedling days,

To build again my city ;
that no drop

Fallen of these innocent veins on the cold ground
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But shall help knit the joints of her firm walls

To knead the stones together, and make sure

The band about her maiden girdlestead

Once fastened, and of all men's violent hands

Inviolable for ever
;
these to me

Were no such gifts as crave no thanksgiving, 900

If with one blow dividing the sheer life

I might make end, and one pang wind up all

And seal mine eyes from sorrow
;
for such end

The Gods give none they love not
;
but my heart,

That leaps up lightened of all sloth or fear

To take the sword's point, yet with one thought's

load

Flags, and falls back, broken of wing, that halts

Maimed in mid flight for thy sake and borne down,

Mother, that in the places where I played

An arm's length from thy bosom and no more 910

Shalt find me never, nor thine eye wax glad

To mix with mine its eyesight and for love

Laugh without word, filled with sweet light, and speak

Divine dumb things of the inward spirit and heart,

Moved silently ;
nor hand or lip again

Touch hand or lip of either, but for mine
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Shall thine meet only shadows of swift night,

Dreams and dead thoughts of dead things ;
and the

bed

Thou strewedst, a sterile place for all time, strewn

For my sleep only, with its void sad sheets 920

Shall vex thee, and the unfruitful coverlid

For empty days reproach me dead, that leave

No profit of my body, but am gone

As one not worth being born to bear no seed,

A sapless stock and branchless
; yet thy womb

Shall want not honour of me, that brought forth

For all this people freedom, and for earth

From the unborn city born out of my blood

To light the face of all men evermore

Glory ;
but lay thou this to thy great heart 930

Whereunder in the dark of birth conceived

Mine unlit life lay girdled with the zone

That bound thy bridal bosom
;
set this thought

Against all edge of evil as a sword

To beat back sorrow, that for all the world

Thou brought'st me forth a saviour, who shall save

Athens
;
for none but I from none but thee

Shall take this death for garland ;
and the men
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Mine unknown children of unsounded years,

My sons unrisen shall rise up at thine hand, 940

Sown of thy seed to bring forth seed to thee,

And call thee most of all most fruitful found

Blessed
;
but me too for my barren womb

More than my sisters for their children born

Shall these give honour, yea in scorn's own place

Shall men set love and bring for mockery praise

And thanks for curses
;
for the dry wild vine

Scoffed at and cursed of all men that was I

Shall shed them wine to make the world's heart

warm,

That all eyes seeing may lighten, and all ears 950

Hear and be kindled
;
such a draught to drink

Shall be the blood that bids this dust bring forth,

The chaliced life here spilt on this mine earth,

Mine, my great father's mother
;
whom I pray

Take me now gently, tenderly take home,

And softly lay in his my cold chaste hand

Who is called of men by my name, being of Gods

Charged only and chosen to bring men under earth,

And now must lead and stay me with his staff

A silent soul led of a silent God, 960
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Toward sightless things led sightless ;
and on earth

I see now but the shadow of mine end,

And this last light of all for me in heaven.

PRAXITHEA.

Farewell I bid thee
;
so bid thou not me,

Lest the Gods hear and mock us
; yet on these

I lay the weight not of this grief, nor cast

111 words for ill deeds back
;
for if one say

They have done men wrong, what hurt have they to

hear,

Or he what help to have said it ? surely, child,

If one among men born might say it and live 970

Blameless, none more than I may, who being vexed

Hold yet my peace ;
for now through tears enough

Mine eyes have seen the sun that from this day

Thine shall see never more
;
and in the night

Enough has blown of evil, and mine ears

With wail enough the winds have filled, and brought

Too much of cloud from over the sharp sea

To mar for me the.morning ;
such a blast

Rent from these wide void arms and helpless breast

Long since one graft of me disbranched, and bore 980
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Beyond the wild ways of the unwandered world

And loud wastes of the thunder-throated sea,

Springs of the night and openings of the heaven,

The old garden of the Sun
;
whence never more

From west or east shall winds bring back that blow

From folds of opening heaven or founts of night

The flower of mine once ravished, born my child

To bear strange children
;
nor on wings of theirs

Shall comfort come back to me, nor their sire

Breathe help upon my peril, nor his strength 990

Raise up my weakness
;
but of Gods and men

I drift unsteered on ruin, and the wave

Darkens my head with imminent height, and hangs

Dumb, filled too full with thunder that shall leave

These ears death-deafened when the tide finds tongue

And all its wrath bears on them
; thee, O child,

I help not, nor am holpen ; fain, ah fain,

More than was ever mother born of man,

Were I to help thee
;
fain beyond all prayer,

Beyond all thought fain to redeem thee, torn 1000

More timeless from me sorrowing than the dream-

That was thy sister
;
so shalt thou be too,

Thou but a vision, shadow-shaped of sleep,
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By grief made out of nothing ;
now but once

I touch, but once more hold thee, one more kiss

This last time and none other ever more

Leave on thy lips and leave them. Go
;
thou wast

My heart, my heart's blood, life-blood of my life,

My child, my nursling ;
now this breast once thine

Shall rear again no children
;
never now 1010

Shall any mortal blossom born like thee

Lie there, nor ever with small silent mouth

Draw the sweet springs dry for an hour that feed

The blind blithe life that knows not
;
never head

Rest here to make these cold veins warm, nor eye

Laugh itself open with the lips that reach

Lovingly toward a fount more loving ;
these

Death makes as all good lesser things now dead,

And all the latter hopes that flowered from these

And fall as these fell fruitless
;
no joy more 1020

Shall man take of thy maidenhood, no tongue

Praise it
;
no good shall eyes get more of thee

That lightened for thy love's sake. Now, take note,

Give ear, O all ye people, that my word

May pierce your hearts through, and the stroke that

cleaves
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Be fruitful to them
;
so shall all that hear

Grow great at heart with child of thought most high

And bring forth seed in season
;
this my child,

This flower of this my body, this sweet life,

This fair live youth I give you, to be slain, 1030

Spent, shed, poured out, and perish ;
take my gift

And give it death and the under Gods who crave

So much for that they give ;
for this is more,

Much more is this than all we
;
for they give

Freedom, and for a blast, an air of breath,

A little soul that is not, they give back

Light for all eyes, cheer for all hearts, and life

That fills the world's width full of fame and praise

And mightier love than children's. This they give,

The grace to make thy country great, and wrest 1040

From time and death power to take hold on her

And strength to scathe for ever
;
and this gift,

Is this no more than man's love is or mine,

Mine and all mothers' ? nay, where that seems more,

Where one loves life of child, wife, father, friend,

Son, husband, mother, more than this, even there

Are all these lives worth nothing, all loves else

With this love slain and buried, and their tomb
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A thing for shame to spit on
;
for what love

Hath a slave left to love with ? or the heart 1050

Base-born and bound in bondage fast to fear,

What should it do to love thee ? what hath he,

The man that hath no country ? Gods nor men

Have such to friend, yoked beast-like to base life,

Vile, fruitless, grovelling at the foot of death,

Landless and kinless thralls of no man's blood,

Unchilded and unmothered, abject limbs

That breed things abject ;
but who loves on earth

Not friend, wife, husband, father, mother, child,
'

Nor loves his own life for his own land's sake, 1060

But only this thing most, more this than all,

He loves all well and well of all is loved,

And this love lives for ever. See now, friends,

My countrymen, my brothers, with what heart

I give you this that of your hands again

The Gods require for Athens
;
as I give

So give ye to them what their hearts would have

Who shall give back things better
; yea, and these

I take for me to witness, all these Gods,

Were their great will more grievous than it is, 1070

Not one but three, for this one thin-spun thread
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A threefold band of children' would I give

For this land's love's sake
;
for whose love to-day

I bid thee, child, fare deathward and farewell.

CHORUS.

O wofullest of women, yet of all

Happiest, thy word be hallowed
;
in all time

Thy name shall blossom, and from strange new

tongues

High things be spoken of thee
;
for such grace

The Gods have dealt to no man, that on none

Have laid so heavy sorrow. From this day 1080

Live thou assured of godhead in thy blood,

And in thy fate no lowlier than a God

In all good things and evil
;
such a name

Shall be thy child this city's, and thine own

Next hers that called it Athens. Go now forth

Blest, and grace with thee to the doors of death.

CHTHONIA.

O city, O glory of Athens, O crown of my father's

land, farewell.

CHORUS.

For welfare is given her of thee.
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CHTHONIA.

O Goddess, be good to thy people, that in them

dominion and freedom may dwell.

CHORUS.

Turn from us the strengths of the sea. 1090

CHTHONIA.

Let glory's and theirs be one name in the mouths of

all nations made glad with the sun.

CHORUS.

For the cloud is blown back with thy breath.

CHTHONIA.

With the long last love of mine eyes I salute thee,

O land where my days now are done.

CHORUS.

But her life shall be born of thy death.
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CHTHONIA.

I put on me tie-darkness thy shadow, my mother, and

symbol, O Earth, of my name.

CHORUS.

For thine was her witness from birth.

CHTHONIA.

In thy likeness I come to thee darkling, a daughter

whose dawn and her even are the same.

CHORUS.

Be thine heart to her gracious, O Earth.

CHTHONIA.

To thine own kind be kindly, for thy son's name's

sake.

CHORUS.

That sons unborn may praise thee and thy first-

born son. i TOO
CHTHONIA.

Give me thy sleep, who give thee all my life awake.

CHORUS.

Too swift a sleep, ere half the web of day be spun.
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CHTHONIA.

Death brings the shears or ever life wind up the weft.

CHORUS.

Their edge is ground and sharpened ;
who shall

stay his hand ?

CHTHONIA.

The woof is thin, a small short life, with no thread

left.

CHORUS.

Yet hath it strength, stretched out, to shelter all

the land.

CHTHONIA.

Too frail a tent for covering, and a screen too strait.

CHORUS.

Yet broad enough for buckler shall thy sweet life be.

CHTHONIA.

A little bolt to bar off battle from the gate. 1 109

CHORUS.

A wide sea-wall, that shatters the besieging sea.
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CHTHONIA.

I lift up mine eyes from the skirts of the shadow, [Sir.

From the border of death to the limits of light ;

O streams and rivers of mountain and meadow

That hallow the last of my sight,

O father that wast of my mother

Cephisus, O thou too his brother

From the bloom of whose banks as a prey

Winds harried my sister away,

O crown on the world's head lying

Too high for its waters to drown, 1120

Take yet this one word of me dying,

O city, O crown.

Though land-wind and sea-wind with mouths that

blow slaughter [Ant.

Should gird them to battle against thee again,

New-born of the blood of a maiden thy daughter,

The rage of their breath shall be vain.

For their strength shall be quenched and made

idle,

And the foam of their mouths find a bridle,

And the height of their heads bow down

At the foot of the towers of the town. 1 1 30

F
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Be blest and beloved as I love thee

Of all that shall draw from thee breath
;

Be thy life as the sun's is above thee
;

I go to my death.

CHORUS.

Many loves of many a mood and many a kind \str. \.

Fill the life of man, and mould the secret mind
;

Many days bring many dooms, to loose and bind
;

Sweet is each in season, good the gift it brings,

Sweet as change of night and day with altering

wings,

Night that lulls world-weary day, day that comforts

night, 1140

Night that fills our eyes with sleep, day that fills with

light.

None of all is lovelier, loftier love is none, [Ant. i.

Less is bride's for bridegroom, mother's less for son,

Child, than this that crowns and binds up all in

one
;

Love of thy sweet light, thy fostering breast and

hand,

Mother Earth, and city chosen, and natural land
;
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Hills that bring the strong streams forth, heights of

heavenlier air,

Fields aflower with winds and suns, woods with

shadowing hair.

But none of the nations of men shall they liken to

thee, \Str. 2.

Whose children true-born and the fruit of thy body

are we. 1 1 50

The rest are thy sons but in figure, in word are thy

seed
;

We only the flower of thy travail, thy children in-

deed.

Of thy soil hast thou fashioned our limbs, of thy

waters their blood,

And the life of thy springs everlasting is fount of our

flood.

No wind oversea blew us hither adrift on thy shore,

None sowed us by land in thy womb that conceived

us and bore.

But the stroke of the shaft of the sunlight that brought

us to birth

Pierced only and quickened thy furrows to bear us,

O Earth.

F 2
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With the beams of his love wast thou cloven as with

iron or fire,

And the life in thee yearned for his life, and grew

great with desire. 1160

And the hunger and thirst to be wounded and healed

with his dart

Made fruitful the love in thy veins and the depth of

thine heart.

And the showers out of heaven overflowing and liquid

with love

Fulfilled thee with child of his godhead as rain from

above.

Such desire had ye twain of each other, till molten

in one {Ant. 2.

Ye might bear and beget of your bodies the fruits of

the sun.

And the trees in their season brought forth and were

kindled anew

By the warmth of the moisture of marriage, the child-

bearing dew.

And the firstlings were fair of the wedlock of heaven

and of earth
;

All countries were bounteous with blossom and

burgeon of birth, 1170
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Green pastures of grass for all cattle, and life-giving

corn
;

But here of thy bosom, here only, the man-child was

born.

All races but one are as aliens engrafted or sown,

Strange children and changelings ;
but we, O our

mother, thine own.

Thy nurslings are others, and seedlings they know not

of whom
;

For these hast thou fostered, but us thou hast borne

in thy womb.

Who is he of us all, O beloved, that owe thee for birth,

Who would give not his blood for his birth's sake, O

mother, O Earth ?

What landsman is he that was fostered and reared of

thine hand

Who may vaunt him as we may in death though he

die for the land ? 1 180

Well doth she therefore who gives thee in guerdon

The bloom of the life of thy giving ; {.Epode.

And thy body was bowed by no fruitless burden,

That bore such fruit of thee living.
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For her face was not darkened for fear,

For her eyelids conceived not a tear,

Nor a cry from her lips craved pity ;

But her mouth was a fountain of song,

And her heart as a citadel strong

That guards the heart of the city. 1 190

MESSENGER.

High things of strong-souled men that loved their land

On brass and stone are written, and their deeds

On high days chanted
;
but none graven or sung

That ever set men's eyes or spirits on fire,

Athenians, has the sun's height seen, or earth

Heard in her depth reverberate as from heaven,

More worth men's praise and good report of Gods

Than here I bring for record in your ears.

For now being come to the altar, where as priest

Death ministering should meet her, and his hand 1200

Seal her sweet eyes asleep, the maiden stood,

With light in all her face as of a bride

Smiling, or shine of festal flame by night

Far flung from towers of triumph ;
and her lips

Trembled with pride in pleasure, that no fear
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Blanched them nor death before his time drank dry

The blood whose bloom fulfilled them
;
for her cheeks .

Lightened, and brighter than a bridal veil

Her hair enrobed her bosom and enrolled

From face to feet the body's whole soft length 1210

As with a cloud sun-saturate
;
then she spake

With maiden tongue words manlike, but her eyes

Lit mildly like a maiden's : Countrymen,

With more goodwill and height of happier heart

I give me to you than my mother bare,

Andgo more gladly this great way to death

Than young men boimd to battle. Then with face

Turned to the shadowiest part of all the shrine

And eyes fast set upon the further shade, 1219

Take me, dear Gods ; and as some form had shone

From the deep hollow shadow, some God's tongue

Answered, I bless you thatyour guardian grace

Gives me to guard this country, takes my blood,

Your child's by name, to heal it. Then the priest

Set to the flower-sweet snow of her soft throat

The sheer knife's edge that severed it, and loosed

From the fair bondage of so spotless flesh

So strong a spirit ;
and all that girt them round

Gazing, with souls that hung on that sad stroke,
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Groaned, and kept silence after while a man 1230

Might count how far the fresh blood crept, and bathed

How deep the dark robe and the bright shrine's base

Red-rounded with a running ring that grew

More large and duskier as the wells that fed

Were drained of that pure effluence : but the queen

Groaned not nor spake nor wept, but as a dream

Floats out of eyes awakening so past forth

Ghost-like, a shadow of sorrow, from all sight

To the inner court and chamber where she sits 1239

Dumb, till word reach her of this whole day's end.

CHORUS.

More hapless born by far \str.

Beneath some wintrier star,

One sits in stone among high Lydian snows,

The tomb of her own woes :

Yet happiest was once of the daughters of Gods, and

divine by her sire and her lord,

Ere her tongue was a shaft for the hearts of her sons,

for the heart of her husband a sword.

For she, too great of mind, [Ant.

Grown through her good things blind,
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With godless lips and fire of her own breath

Spake all her house to death
; 1250

But thou, no mother unmothered, nor kindled in spirit

with pride of thy seed,

Thou hast hallowed thy child for a blameless blood-

offering, and ransomed thy race by thy deed.

MESSENGER.

As flower is graffed on flower, so grief on grief

Engraffed brings forth new blossoms of strange tears,

Fresh buds and green fruits of an alien pain ;

For now flies rumour on a dark wide wing,

Murmuring of woes more than ye knew, most like

Hers whom ye hailed most wretched
;
for the twain

Last left of all this house that wore last night

A threefold crown of maidens, and to-day 1260

Should let but one fall dead out of the wreath,

If mad with grief we know not and sore love

For this their sister, or with shame soul-stung

To outlive her dead or doubt lest their lives too

The Gods require to seal their country safe

And bring the oracular doom to perfect end,
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Have slain themselves, and fallen at the altar-foot

Lie by their own hands done to death
;
and fear

Shakes all the city as winds a wintering tree, 1 269

And as dead leaves are men's hearts blown about

And shrunken with ill thoughts, and flowerless hopes

Parched up with presage, lest the piteous blood

Shed of these maidens guiltless fall and fix

On this land's forehead like a curse that cleaves

To the unclean soul's inexpiate hunted head

Whom his own crime tracks hotlier than a hound

To life's veiled end unsleeping ;
and this hour

Now blackens toward the battle that must close

All gates of hope and fear on all their hearts

Who tremble toward its issue, knowing not yet 1280

If blood may buy them surety, cleanse or soil

The helpless hands men raise and reach no stay.

CHORUS.

Ill thoughts breed fear, and fear ill words
;
but these

The Gods turn from us that have kept their law.

Let us lift up the strength ofour hearts in song, \_Str. i.

And our souls to the height of the darkling day.

If the wind in our eyes blow blood for spray,
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Be the spirit that breathes in us life more

strong,

Though the prow reel round and the helm point

wrong,

And sharp reefs whiten the shoreward way. 1 290

For the steersman time sits hidden astern, [Ant. i.

With dark hand plying the rudder of doom,

And the surf-smoke under it flies like fume

As the blast shears off and the oar-blades churn

The foam of our lives that to death return,

Blown back as they break to the gulfing gloom.

What cloud upon heaven is arisen, what shadow,

what sound, [Str. 2.

From the world beyond earth, from the night

underground,

That scatters from wings unbeholden the weight of its

darkness around ?

For the sense of my spirit is broken, and blinded its

eye, [Ant. 2. 1300

As the soul of a sick man ready to die,

With fear of the hour that is on me, with dread if an

end be not nigh.
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O Earth, O Gods of the land, have ye heart now to

see and to hear \str. 3.

What slays with terror mine eyesight and seals

mine ear ?

O fountains of streams everlasting, are all ye not

shrunk up and withered for fear ?

Lo, night is arisen on the noon, and her hounds

are in quest by day, [Ant. 3.

And the world is fulfilled of the noise of them

crying for their prey,

And the sun's self stricken in heaven, and cast out of

his course as a blind man astray.

From east to west of the south sea-line [Str. 4.

Glitters the lightning of spears that shine
; 1310

As a storm-cloud swoln that comes up from the

skirts of the sea

By the wind for helmsman to shoreward ferried,

So black behind them the live storm serried

Shakes earth with the tramp of its foot, and the

terror to be.

Shall the sea give death whom the land gave

birth ? [Ant. 4.

O Earth, fair mother, O sweet live Earth,
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Hide us again in thy womb from the waves of it,

help us or hide.

As a sword is the heart of the God thy brother,

But thine as the heart of a new-made mother,

To deliver thy sons from his ravin, and rage of his

tide. 1320

O strong north wind, the pilot of cloud and rain, [str. 5.

For the gift we gave thee what gift hast thou

given us again ?

O God dark-winged, deep-throated, a terror to forth-

faring ships by night,

What bride-song is this that is blown on the blast

of thy breath ?

. A gift but of grief to thy kinsmen, a song but of

death,

For the bride's folk weeping, and woe for her father,

who finds thee against him in fight.

Turn back from us, turn thy battle, take heed of

our cry ; [Antw 5 .

Let thy dread breath sound, and the waters of

war be dry ;

Let thy strong wrath shatter the strength of our foe-

men, the sword of their strength and the shield
;
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As vapours in heaven, or as waves or the wrecks

of ships, 1330

So break thou the ranks of their spears with the

breath of thy lips,

Till their corpses have covered and clothed as with

raiment the face of the sword-ploughed field.

O son of the rose-red morning, O God twin-born

with the day, \str. 6.

O wind with the young sun waking, and winged for

the same wide way,

Give up not the house of thy kin to the host thou

hast marshalled from northward for prey.

From the cold of thy cradle in Thrace, from the

mists of the fountains of night, [Ant. 6.

From the bride-bed of dawn whence day leaps

laughing, on fire for his flight,

Come down with their doom in thine hand on the

ships thou hast brought up against us to fight.

For now not in word but in deed is the harvest of

spears begun, [Str. 7.

And its clamour outbellows the thunder, its lightning

outlightens the sun. 1340
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From the springs of the morning it thunders and

lightens across and afar

To the wave where the moonset ends and the fall of

the last low star.

With a trampling of drenched red hoofs and an earth-

quake of men that meet,

Strong war sets hand to the scythe, and the furrows

take fire from his feet.

Earth groans from her great rent heart, and the

hollows of rocks are afraid,

And the mountains are moved, and the valleys as

waves in a storm-wind swayed.

From the roots of the hills to the plain's dim verge

and the dark loud shore,

Air shudders with shrill spears crossing, and hurtling

of wheels that roar.

As the grinding of teeth in the jaws of a lion that

foam as they gnash

Is the shriek of the axles that loosen, the shock of the

poles that crash. 1350.

The dense manes darken and glitter, the mouths of

the mad steeds champ,

Their heads flash blind through the battle, and death's

foot rings in their tramp.
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For a fourfold host upon earth and in heaven is

arrayed for the fight,

Clouds ruining in thunder and armies encountering

as clouds in the night.

Mine ears are amazed with the terror of trumpets,

with darkness mine eyes,

At the sound of the sea's host charging that deafens

the roar of the sky's.

White frontlet is dashed upon frontlet, and horse

against horse reels hurled,

And the gorge of the gulfs of the battle is wide for

the spoil of the world.

And the meadows are cumbered with shipwreck of

chariots that founder on land, [Ant. 7.

And the horsemen are broken with breach as of

breakers, and scattered as sand. 1360

Through the roar and recoil of the charges that

mingle their cries and confound,

Like fire are the notes of the trumpets that flash

through the darkness of sound.

As the swing of the sea churned yellow that sways

with the wind as it swells

Is the lift and relapse of the wave of the chargers

that clash with their bells
;
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And the clang of the sharp shrill brass through the

burst of the wave as it shocks

Rings clean as the clear wind's cry through the roar

of the surge on the rocks :

And the heads of the steeds in their headgear of war,

and their corsleted breasts,

Gleam broad as the brows of the billows that brighten

the storm with their crests,

Gleam dread as their bosoms that heave to the ship-

wrecking wind as they rise,

Filled full of the terror and thunder of water, that

slays as it dies. 13/0

So dire is the glare of their foreheads, so fearful tLe

fire of their breath,

And the light of their eyeballs enkindled so bright

with the lightnings of death
;

And the foam of their mouths as the sea's when the

jaws of its gulf are as graves,

And the ridge of their necks as the wind-shaken mane

on the ridges of waves :

And their fetlocks afire as they rear drip thick with a

dewfall of blood

As the lips of the rearing breaker with froth of the

manslaying flood.
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And the whole plain reels and resounds as the fields

of the sea by night

When the stroke of the wind falls darkling, and death

is the seafarer's light.

But thou, fair beauty of heaven, dear face of the day

nigh dead, [Epode.

What horror hath hidden thy glory, what hand hath

muffled thine head ? 1380

O sun, with what song shall we call thee, or ward off

thy wrath by what name,

With what prayer shall we seek to thee, soothe with

what incense, assuage with what gift,

If thy light be such only as lightens to deathward

the seaman adrift

With the fire of his house for a beacon, that foemen

have wasted with flame ?

Arise now, lift up thy light ; give ear to us, put forth

thine hand,

Reach toward us thy torch of deliverance, a lamp for

the night of the land.

Thine eye is the light of the living, no lamp for the

dead
;

O, lift up the light of thine eye on the dark of our

dread.
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Who hath blinded thee ? who hath prevailed on

thee ? who hath ensnared ?

Who hath broken thy bow, and the shafts for thy

battle prepared ? 1390

Have they found out a fetter to bind thee, a chain for

thine arm that was. bared ?

Be the name of thy conqueror set forth, and the might

of thy master declared.

O God, fair God of the morning, O glory of day,

What ails thee to cast from thy forehead its

garland away ?

To pluck from thy temples their chaplet enwreathed

of the light,

And bind on the brows of thy godhead a frontlet

of night ?

Thou hast loosened the necks of thine horses, and

goaded their flanks with affright,

To the race of a course that we know not on ways

that are hid from our sight.

As a wind through the darkness the wheels of their

chariot are whirled,

And the light of its passage is night on the face of

the world. 1400

G 2
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And there falls from the wings of thy glory no help

from on high,

But a shadow that smites us with fear and desire of

thine eye.

For our hearts are as reeds that a wind on the water

bows down and goes by,

To behold not thy comfort in heaven that hath left us

untimely to die.

But what light is it now leaps forth on the land

Enkindling the waters and ways of the air

From thy forehead made bare,

From the gleam of thy bow-bearing hand ?

Hast thou set not thy right hand again to the string,

With the back-bowed horns bent sharp for a spring

And the barbed shaft drawn, 1411

Till the shrill steel sing and the tense nerve ring

That pierces the heart of the dark with dawn,

O huntsman, O king,

When the flame of thy face hath twilight in chase

As a hound hath a blood-mottled fawn ?

He has glanced into golden the grey sea-strands,

And the clouds are shot through with the fires of

his hands,
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And the height of the hollow of heaven that he

fills

As the heart of a strong man is quickened and

thrills
; 1420

High over the folds of the low-lying lands,

On the shadowless hills

As a guard on his watchtower he stands.

All earth and all ocean, all depth and all height,

At the flash of an eyebeam are filled with his might :

The sea roars backward, the storm drops dumb,

And silence as dew on the fire of the fight

Falls kind in our ears as his face in our sight

With presage of peace to come. 1429

Fresh hope in my heart from the ashes of dread

Leaps clear as a flame from the pyres of the dead,

That joy out of woe

May arise as the spring out of tempest and snow,

With the flower-feasted month in her hands rose-red

Borne soft as a babe from the bearing-bed.

Yet it knows not indeed if a God be friend,

If rescue may be from the rage of the sea,

Or the wrath of its lord have end.

For the season is full now of death or of birth,
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To bring forth life, or an end of all
; 1440

And we know not if anything stand or fall

That is girdled about with the round sea's girth

As a town with its wall
;

But thou that art highest of the Gods most high,

That art lord if we live, that art lord though we

die,

Have heed of the tongues of our terror that cry

For a grace to the children of Earth.

ATHENIAN HERALD.

Sons of Athens, heavy-laden with the holy weight of

years,

Be your hearts as young men's lightened of their

loathlier load of fears
;

For the wave is sunk whose thunder shoreward shook

the shuddering lands, 145

And unbreached of warring waters Athens like a sea-

rock stands.

CHORUS.

Well thy word has cheered us, well thy face and

glittering eyes, that spake

Ere thy tongue spake words of comfort
; yet no pause

behoves it make
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Till the whole good hap find utterance that the Gods

have given at length.

ATHENIAN HERALD.

All is this, that yet the city stands unforced by

stranger strength.

CHORUS.

Sweeter sound might no mouth utter in man's ear

than this thy word.

ATHENIAN HERALD.

Feed thy soul then full of sweetness till some bitterer

note be heard.

CHORUS.

None, if this ring sure, can mar the music fallen from

heaven as rain.

ATHENIAN HERALD.

If no fire of sun or star untimely sear the tender

grain.

CHORUS.

Fresh the dewfall of thy tidings on our hopes reflower-

ing lies. 1460
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ATHENIAN HERALD.

Till a joyless shower and fruitless blight them, raining

from thine eyes.

CHORUS.

Bitter springs have barren issues
;
these bedew griefs

arid sands.

ATHENIAN HERALD.

Such thank-offerings ask such altars as expect thy

suppliant hands.

CHORUS.

Tears for triumph, wail for welfare, what strange god-

head's shrine requires ?

ATHENIAN HERALD.

Death's or victory's be it, a funeral torch feeds all

its festal fires.

CHORUS.

Like a star should burn the beacon flaming from

our city's head.
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ATHENIAN HERALD.

Like a balefire should the flame go up that says the

king is dead.

CHORUS.

Out of heaven, a wild-haired meteor, shoots this new

sign, scattering fear.

ATHENIAN HERALD.

Yea, the word has wings of fire that hovered, loth to

burn thine ear.

CHORUS.

From thy lips it leapt forth loosened on a shrill

and shadowy wing. 1470

ATHENIAN HERALD.

Long they faltered, fain to hide it deep as death that

hides the king.

CHORUS.

Dead with him blind hope lies blasted by the lightning

of one sword.
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ATHENIAN HERALD.

On thy tongue truth wars with error
;
no man's edge

hath touched thy lord.

CHORUS.

False was thine then, jangling menace like a war-

steed's brow-bound bell ?

ATHENIAN HERALD.

False it rang not joy nor sorrow
;
but by no man's

hand he fell.

CHORUS.

Vainly then good news and evil through so faint a

trumpet spake.

ATHENIAN HERALD.

All too long thy soul yet labours, as who sleeping fain

would wake,

Waking, fain would fall on sleep again ;
the woe thou

knowest not yet,

When thou knowest, shall make thy memory thirst

and hunger to forget.
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CHORUS.

Long my heart has hearkened, hanging on thy clamor-

ous ominous cry, 1480

Fain yet fearful of the knowledge whence it looks to

live or die
;

Now to take the perfect presage of thy dark and side-

long flight

Comes a surer soothsayer sorrowing, sable-stoled as

birds of night.

PRAXITHEA.

Man, what thy mother bare thee born to say

Speak ;
for no word yet wavering on thy lip

Can wound me worse than thought forestalls or fear.

ATHENIAN HERALD.

I have no will to weave too fine or far,

O queen, the weft of sweet with bitter speech,

Bright words with darkling ;
but the brief truth shown

Shall plead my pardon for a lingering tongue, 1490

Loth yet to strike hope through the heart and slay.

The sun's light still was lordly housed in heaven

When the twain fronts of war encountering smote
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First fire out of the battle
;
but not long

Had the fresh wave of windy fight begun

Heaving, and all the surge of swords to sway,

When timeless night laid hold of heaven, and took

With its great gorge the noon as in a gulf,

Strangled ;
and thicker than the shrill-winged shafts

Flew the fleet lightnings, held in chase through heaven

By headlong heat of thunders on their trail 1501

Loosed as on quest of quarry ;
that our host

Smit with sick presage of some wrathful God

Quailed, but the foe as from one iron throat

With one great sheer sole thousand-throated cry

Shook earth, heart-staggered from their shout, and

clove

The eyeless hollow of heaven
;
and breached therewith

As with an onset of strength-shattering sound

The rent vault of the roaring noon of night

From her throned seat of usurpation rang 1510

Reverberate answer
;
such response there pealed

As though the tide's charge of a storming sea

Had burst the sky's wall, and made broad a breach

In the ambient girth and bastion flanked with stars

Guarding the fortress of the Gods, and all
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Crashed now together on ruin
;
and through that cry

And higher above it ceasing one man's note

Tore its way like a trumpet : Charge, make end,

Charge, halt not, strike, rend up their strength by the

roots,

Strike, break them, make your birthright's promise

sure, 1 5 20

Show your hearts hardier than t/te fenced land breeds

And souls breathed in youfrom no spirit of earth,

Sons of the seas waves ; and all ears that heard

Rang with that fiery cry, that the fine air

Thereat was fired, and kindling filled the plain

Full of that fierce and trumpet-quenching breath

That spake the clarions silent
;
no glad song

For folk to hear that wist how dire a God

Begat this peril to them, what strong race 1529

Fathered the sea-born tongue that sang them death,

Threatening ;
so raged through the red foam of fight

Poseidon's son Eumolpus ;
and the war

Quailed round him coming, and our side bore back,

As a stream thwarted by the wind and sea

That meet it midway mouth to mouth, and beat

The flood back of its issue
;
but the king
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Shouted against them, crying, O Father-God,

Source of the God my father, from thine hand

Send me what end seems good now in thy sight,

But deathfrom mine to this man ; and the word 1540

Quick on his lips yet like a blast of fire

Blew them together ;
and round its lords that met

Paused all the reeling battle
;
two main waves

Meeting, one hurled sheer from the sea-wall back

That shocks it sideways, one right in from sea

Charging, that full in face takes at one blow

That whole recoil and ruin, with less fear

Startle men's eyes late shipwrecked ;
for a breath

Crest fronting crest hung, wave to wave rose poised,

Then clashed, breaker to breaker
;
cloud with cloud

In heaven, chariot with chariot closed on earth, 1551

One fourfold flash and thunder
; yet a breath,

And with the king's spear through his red heart's root

Driven, like a rock split from its hill-side, fell

Hurled under his own horsehoofs dead on earth

The sea-beast that made war on earth from sea,

Dumb, with no shrill note left of storming song,

Eumolpus ;
and his whole host with one stroke

Spear-stricken through its dense deep iron heart
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Fell hurtling from us, and in fierce recoil 1560

Drew seaward as with one wide wail of waves,

Resorbed with reluctation
;
such a groan

Rose from the fluctuant refluence of its ranks,

Sucked sullen back and strengthless ;
but scarce yet

The steeds had sprung and wheels had bruised their

lord

Fallen, when from highest height of the sundering

heaven

The Father for his brother's son's sake slain

Sent a sheer shaft of lightning writhen and smote

Right on his son's son's forehead, that unhelmed

Shone like the star that shines down storm, and gave

Light to men's eyes that saw thy lord their king 1571

Stand and take breath from battle
;
then too soon

Saw sink down as a sunset in sea-mist

The high bright head that here in van of the earth

Rose like a headland, and through storm and night

Took all the sea's wrath on it
;
and now dead

They bring thee back by war-forsaken ways

The strength called once thy husband, the great guard

That was of all men, stay of all men's lives,

They bear him slain of no man but a God, 1580
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Godlike
;
and toward him dead the city's gates

Fling their arms open mother-like, through him

Saved
;
and the whole clear land is purged of war.

What wilt thou say now of this weal and woe ?

PRAXITHEA.

I praise the Gods for Athens. O sweet Earth,

Mother, what joy thy soul has of thy son,

Thy life of my dead lord, mine own soul knows

That knows thee godlike ;
and what grief should mine,

What sorrow should my heart have, who behold

Thee made so heavenlike happy ? This alone 1590

I only of all these blessed, all thy kind,

Crave this for blessing to me, that in theirs

Have but a part thus bitter
; give me too

Death, and the sight of eyes that meet not mine.

And thee too from no godless heart or tongue

Reproachful, thee too by thy living name,

Father divine, merciful God, I call,

Spring of my life-springs, fountain of my stream,

Pure and poured forth to one great end with thine,

Sweet head sublime of triumph and these tears, 1600
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Cephisus, if thou seest as gladly shed

Thy blood in mine as thine own waves are given

To do this great land good, to give for love

The same lips drink and comfort the same hearts,

Do thou then, O my father, white-souled God,

To thy most pure earth-hallowing heart eterne

Take what thou gavest to be given for these,

Take thy child to thee
;
for her time is full,

For all she hath borne she hath given, seen all she

had

Flow from her, from her eyes and breasts and

hands 1610

Flow forth to feed this people ;
but be thou,

Dear God and gracious to all souls alive,

Good to thine own seed also
;
let me sleep,

Father
; my sleepless darkling day is done,

My day of life like night, but slumberless :

For all my fresh fair springs, and his that ran

In one stream's bed with mine, are all run out

Into the deep of death. The Gods have saved

Athens
; my blood has bought her at their hand,

And ye sit safe
;
be glorious and be glad 1620

As now for all time always, countrymen,

H
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And love my dead for ever
;
but me, me,

What shall man give for these so good as death ?

CHORUS.
/

From the cup of my heart I pour through my lips

along \str. i.

The mingled wine of a joyful and sorrowful song ;

Wine sweeter than honey and bitterer than blood that

is poured

From the chalice of gold, from the point of the two-

edged sword.

For the city redeemed should joy flow forth as a flood,

And a dirge make moan for the city polluted with

blood.

Great praise should the Gods have surely, my

country, of thee, [Ant. i. 1630

Were thy brow but as white as of old for thy sons to

see,

Were thy hands as bloodless, as blameless thy cheek

divine
;

But a stain on it stands of the life-blood offered for

thine.
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What thanks shall we give that are mixed not and

marred with dread

For the price that has ransomed thine own with thine

own child's head ?

For a taint there cleaves to the people redeemed

with blood, \str- 2 -

And a plague to the blood-red hand.

The rain shall not cleanse it, the dew nor the

sacred flood

That blesses the glad live land.

In the darkness of earth beneath, in the world with-

out sun, [Ant. 2. 1640

The shadows of past things reign ;

And a cry goes up from the ghost of an ill deed

done,

And a curse for a virgin slain.

ATHENA.

Hear, men that mourn, and woman without mate,

Hearken
; ye sick of soul with fear, and thou

Dumb-stricken for thy children
;
hear ye too,

Earth, and the glory of heaven, and winds of the air,

And the most holy heart of the deep sea,

H 2
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Late wroth, now full of quiet ;
hear thou, sun,

Rolled round with the upper fire of rolling heaven 1650

And all the stars returning ;
hills and streams,

Springs and fresh fountains, day that seest these deeds,

Night that shalt hide not
;
and thou child of mine,

Child of a maiden, by a maid redeemed,

Blood-guiltless, though bought back with innocent

blood,

City mine own
;

I Pallas bring thee word,

I virgin daughter of the most high God

Give all you charge and lay command on all

The word I bring be wasted not
;
for this

The Gods have stablished and his soul hath sworn,

That time nor earth nor changing sons of man 1661

Nor waves of generations, nor the winds

Of ages risen and fallen that steer their tides

Through light and dark of birth and lovelier death

From storm toward haven inviolable, shall see

So great a light alive beneath the sun

As the awless eye of Athens
;

all fame else

Shall be to her fame as a shadow in sleep

To this wide noon at waking ;
men most praised

In lands most happy for their children found 1670
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Shall hold as highest of honours given of God

To be but likened to the least of thine,

Thy least of all, my city ;
thine shall be

The crown of all songs sung, of all deeds done

Thine the full flower for all time
;
in thine hand

Shall time be like a sceptre, and thine head

Wear worship for a garland ;
nor one leaf

Shall change or winter cast out of thy crown

Till all flowers wither in the world
;
thine eyes

Shall first in man's flash lightning liberty, 1680

Thy tongue shall first say freedom
; thy first hand

Shall loose the thunder terror as a hound

To hunt from sunset to the springs of the sun

Kings that rose up out of the populous east

To make their quarry of thee, and shall strew

With multitudinous limbs of myriad herds

The foodless pastures of the sea, and make

With wrecks immeasurable and unsummed defeat

One ruin of all their many-folded flocks

111 shepherded from Asia
; by thy side 1690

Shall fight thy son the north wind, and the sea

That was thine enemy shall be sworn thy friend

And hand be struck in hand of his and thine

H 3
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To hold faith fast for aye ;
with thee, though each

Make war on other, wind and sea shall keep

Peace, and take truce as brethren for thy sake

Leagued with one spirit and single-hearted strength

To break thy foes in pieces, who shall meet

The wind's whole soul and might of the main sea

Full in their face of battle, and become 1 700

A laughter to thee
;
like a shower of leaves

Shall their long galleys rank by staggering rank

Be dashed adrift on ruin, and in thy sight

The sea deride them, and that lord of the air

Who took by violent hand thy child to wife

With his loud lips bemock them, by his breath

Swept out of sight of being ;
so great a grace

Shall this day give thee, that makes one in heart

With mine the deep sea's godhead, and his son

With him that was thine helmsman, king with king,

Dead man with dead
;
such only names as these 1711

Shalt thou call royal, take none else or less

To hold of men in honour
;
but with me

Shall these be worshipped as one God, and mix

With mine the might of their mysterious names

In one same shrine served singly, thence to keep
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Perpetual guard on Athens
;
time and change,

Masters and lords of all men, shall be made

To thee that knowest no master and no lord

Servants
;
the days that lighten heaven and nights

That darken shall be ministers of thine 1721

To attend upon thy glory, the great years

As light-engraven letters of thy name

Writ by the sun's hand on the front of the earth

For world-beholden witness
;
such a gift

For one fair chaplet of three lives enwreathed

To hang for ever from thy storied shrine,

And this thy steersman fallen with tiller in hand

To stand for ever at thy ship's helm seen,

Shall he that bade their threefold flower be shorn 1730

And laid him low that planted, give thee back

In sign of sweet land reconciled with sea

And heavenlike earth with heaven
;

such promise-

pledge

I daughter without mother born of God

To the most woful mother born of man

Plight for continual comfort Hail, and live

Beyond all human hap of mortal doom

Happy ;
for so my sire hath sworn and I.
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PRAXITHEA.

O queen Athena, from a heart made whole

Take as thou givest us blessing ;
never tear 1/40

Shall stain for shame nor groan untune the song

That as a bird shall spread and fold its wings

Here in thy praise for ever, and fulfil

The whole world's crowning city crowned with thee

As the sun's eye fulfils and crowns with sight

The circling crown of heaven. There is no grief

Great as the joy to be made one in will

With him that is the heart and rule of life

And thee, God born of God
; thy name is ours,

And thy large grace more great than our desire. 1750

CHORUS.

From the depth of the springs of my spirit a fountain

is poured of thanksgiving,

My country, my mother, for thee,

That thy dead for their death shall have life in thy

sight and a name everliving

At heart of thy people to be.
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In the darkness of change on the waters of time they

shall turn from afar

To the beam of this dawn for a beacon, the light of

these pyres for a star.

They shall see thee who love and take comfort, who

hate thee shall see and take warning,

Our mother that makest us free
;

And the sons of thine earth shall have help of the

waves that made war on their morning,

And friendship and fame of the sea. 1760
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enhanced, and the Publishers can but leave the result to a public that has seldom

failed to appreciate all earnest, persistent, and well-directed efforts for its amuse-
ment and benefit.

V The THIRTY-FOURTH Volume of BELGRAVIA (which, in-

eludes the BELGRAVIA ANNUAL), elegantly bound in crimson cloth, full

gilt side and back, gilt edges, price "Js. 6d., is now ready.- Handsome
Cases for binding the volume can be had at 2s. each.

THIRD EDITION, crown 8vo, cloth extra, gilt, 6s.

Boudoir Ballads :

Vers de Societe. By J. ASHBY-STERRY.
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Imperial 4to, cloth extra, gilt and gilt edges, price 21 s. per volume.

Beautiful Pictures by British Artists :

A Gathering of Favourites from our Picture Galleries. In 2 Series.

The FIRST- SERIES including Examples by WILKIE, CON-
STABLE, TURNER, MULREADY, LANDSEER, MACLISE, E. M.
WARD, FRITH, Sir JOHN GILBERT, LESLIE, ANSDELL, MARCUS
STONE, Sir NOEL PATON, FAED, EYRE CROWE, GAVIN O'NEIL,
and MADOX BROWN.
The SECOND SERIES containing Pictures by ARMYTAGE, FAED,

GOODALL, HEMSLEY, HORSLEY, MARKS, NICHOLLS, Sir NOEL
PATON, PICKERSGILL, G. SMITH, MARCUS STONE, SOLOMON,
STRAIGHT, E. M. WARD, and WARREN.

All engraved on Steel in the highest style of Art. Edited, with
Notices of the Artists, by SYDNEY ARMYTAGE, M.A.

" This book is well got up, and good engravings by feens, Lumb Stocks, and
ihers, bring back to us pictures of Royal Academy Exhibitimis ofpast years."
TIMES.

Crown 8vo, with Photographic Portrait, cloth extra, $s.

Blanchard's (Laman) Poems.
Now first Collected. Edited, with a Life of the Author (includ-

ing numerous hitherto unpublished Letters from Lord LYTTON,
LAMB, DICKENS, ROBERT BROWNING, and others), by BLAN-
CHARD JERROLD.

"His humorous verse is much of it admirable sparkling with genuine
'esprit,' and as polished and pointed as Praed's" SCOTSMAN.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, Js. 6d.

Bret Harte 's Select Works,
in Prose and Poetry. With Introductory Essay by J. M. BEL-

LEW, Portrait of the Author, and 50 Illustrations.
" Not many months before my friend 's death, he had sent me two sketches of

a young American writer (Bret Harte), far away in California (' The Out-
casts of Poker Flat' and another), in which he hadfound such subtle strokes

ofcharacter as he had not anywhere else in late years discovered ; the manner
resembling himself, but the matter fresh to a degree tltat had surprised him ;

the painting in all respects masterly, and the wild rude thing painted a quite
wonderful reality. I have rarely known him more honestly moved" FORSTBR'S
LIFK OF DICKENS

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, gilt, "]s. 6d.

Brand's Observations on Popular Anti-
quities, chiefly Illustrating the Origin of our Vulgar Customs,
Ceremonies, and Superstitions. With the Additions of Sir

HENRY ELLIS. An entirely New and Revised Edition, with fine

full-page Illustrations.
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Small crown 8vo, cloth extra, gilt, with full-page Portraits, 4^. 6d.

Brewster's (Sir David) Martyrs of
Science.

Small crown Svo, cloth extra, gilt, with Astronomical Plates, 4^. 6d.

Brewster's (Sir David) More Worlds
than One, the Creed of the Philosopher and the Hope of the

Christian.

Small crown Svo, cloth extra, 6*.

Brillat-Savarin 's Gastronomy as a Fine
Art ; or, The Science of Good Living. A Translation of the
"

Physiologic du Gout " of BRILLAT-SAVARIN, with an Intro-

duction and Explanatory Notes by R. E. ANDERSON, M.A.
" We have read it with rare enjoyntrnt, just as we have delightedly read and

re-read quaint old Izaak. Mr. Anderson has done his -work of translation

daintily, ivith true appreciation of the points in his original; and altogether,
though late, -we cannot but believe that this book will be welcomed and much read
by many." NONCONFORMIST.

Demy Svo, profusely Illustrated in Colours, price 3<w.

The British Flora Medica :

A History of the Medicinal Plants of Great Britain. Illustrated

by a Figure of each Plant, COLOURED BY HAND. By BENJAMIN H.
BARTON, F.L.S., and THOMAS CASTLE, M.D., F.R.S. A New
Edition, revised, condensed, and partly re-written, by JOHN R.

JACKSON, A. L.S., Curator of the Museums of Economic Botany,
Royal Gardens, Kew.

THE STOTHARD BUNYAN. Crown Svo, cloth extra, gilt, 7*. 6d.

Bunyan 's Pilgrims Progress.
Edited by Rev. T. SCOTT. With 17 beautiful Steel Plates by
STOTHARD, engraved by GOODALL ;

and numerous Woodcuts.

Crown Svo, cloth extra, gilt, with Illustrations, 7-r. 6d.

Byron 's Letters and Journals.
With Notices of his Life. By THOMAS MOORE. A Reprint of

the Original Edition, newly revised, Complete in One thick Volume,
with Twelve full-page Plates.

" We have read this book with the greatest pleasure. Considered merely as a
composition, it deserves to be classed among the best specimens of English prose
which our age has produced. . . . The style is agreeable, clear, and manly,
and when it rises into eloquence, rises without effort or cstentation. It would
be difficult to name a book which exhibits more kindness, fairness, and modesty."
MACAULAY, in the EDINBURGH REVIEW.|
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Demy 410, cloth extra, gilt edges, 3U. 6d.

Canova 's Works in Sculpture and Model-
ling. 150 Plates, exquisitely engraved in Outline by MOSES, and

printed on an India tint. With Descriptions by the Countess

ALBRIZZI, a Biographical Memoir by CICOGNARA, and Por-
trait by WORTHINGTON.

" The fertility of this master's resources is amazing, and the manual labour

expended on his works would have worn out many an ordinary workman. The
outline engravings arefinely executed. The descriptive notes are discriminating,
and in the main exact." SPECTATOR.

Two Volf. imperial 8vo, cloth extra, gilt, the Plates beautifully

printed in Colours, $ 3^.

Catlings Illustrations of the Manners,
Customs, and Condition of the North American Indians: there-
suit of Eight Years of Travel and Adventure among the Wildest
and most Remarkable Tribes now existing. Containing 360
Coloured Engravings from the Author's original Paintings.

Small 4to, cloth gilt, with Coloured Illustrations, lew. 6d.

Chaucer for Children ;

A Golden Key. By Mrs. H. R. HAWEIS. With Eight Coloured
Pictures and numerous Woodcuts by the Author.

" It must not only take a high place among the Christmas and Neia Year bcoks

of this season, but is also of permanent value as an introduction to the study of
Chaucer, whose works, in selections of some kind or other, are now text-books in

every school that aspires to give sound instruction in English." ACADEMY.

Demy 8vo, cloth extra, with Coloured Illustrations and Maps, 24?.

Cope's History of the Rifle Brigade
(The Prince Consort's Own), formerly the 95th. By Sir WILLIAM
H. COPE, formerly Lieutenant, Rifle Brigade.

" This latest contribution to the history of the British army is a work of the

most varied information regarding the distinguished regiment whose life it nar-

rates, and also of facts interesting to the student in military affairs. . . .

Great credit is due to Sir W. Cope for the patience and labour, extending over

many years, wJiich he has given to the work. . . . In many cases well-exe-

cuted plans of actions are given.'' MORNING POST.
' ' Even a bare record of a corps which has so often been under fire, and has

borne a part in important engagements all over the world, could not prove
otherwise than full of matter acceptable to the military reader." ATHENAEUM.

Crown 8vo, cloth gilt, Two very thick Volumes, Is. 6d. each.

Cruikshank's Comic Almanack.
Complete in Two SERIES : The FIRST from 1835 to 1843 ; the

SECOND from 1844 to 1853. A Gathering of the BEST HUMOUR
of THACKERAY, HOOD, MAYHEW, ALBERT SMITH, A'BECK-
ETT, ROBERT BROUGH, &c. With 2000 Woodcuts and Steel

Engravings by C'RUIKSHANK, HINE, LANDELLS, &c.
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Crown 8vo, cloth extra, gilt, 7*. &/.

Colman's Hitmorous lorks:
"Broad Grins," "My Nightgown and Slippers," and other

Humorous Works, Prose and Poetical, of GEORGE COLMAN.
With Life by G. B. BUCKSTONE, and Frontispiece by HOGARTH.

Crown Svo, cloth extra, gilt, with Portraits, 7.5-.
6d.

Creasy 's Memoirs of Eminent Etonians;
with Notices of the Early History of Eton College. By Sir

EDWARD CREASY, Author of "The Fifteen Decisive Battles of

the World." A New Edition, brought down to the Present

Time, with 13 Illustrations.

"A new edition of
'

Creasy's Etonians' will be welcome. The book -was a
favourite a quarter ofa century ago. and it has maintained its reputation. The
value of this new edition is enhanced by the Jact that Sir Edward Creasy has
added to it several memoirs of Etonians mho have died since the first edition

appeared. The mark is eminently interesting." SCOTSMAN.

To be Completed in Twenty-four Parts, quarto, at $s. each, profusely
illustrated by Coloured and Plain Plates and Wood Engravings,

Cyclopaedia of Costume ;

or, A Dictionary of Dress Regal, Ecclesiastical, Civil, and Mili-

tary from the Earliest Period in England to the reign of George
the Third. Including Notices of Contemporaneous Fashions 011

the Continent, and preceded by a General History of the Costumes
of the Principal Countries of Europe. By J. R. PLANCllfi,
Somerset Herald. A Prospectus will be sent upon application.
Part XIX. now ready.

"A most readable and interesting workar.d it can scarcely be consulted in

vain, whether the reader is in starch for information as to military, court,
ecclesiastical, legal, or professional costume. . . . All the chronw-lithografhs,
and most of the woodcnt illustrations the latter amounting to several thousands

are-very elaborately executed; and the -morkforms a livre de \uxeivhich renders
it equally suited to the library and the ladies' drawing-room." TIMES.

%* Part XIV. contains the Completion ofthe DICTIONARY, which,
as Vol. I. of the Book, forms a Complete H'ork in iisdf. This volume

may now be had, handsomely bound in half red morocco, gilt top, price

^3 131. 6</. Casesfor binding the volume may also be had, price $s. each.

The remaining Parts will be occupied by the GENERAL PIISTOR Y
OF THE COSTUMES OF EUROPE, arranged Chronologically.

Demy Svo, half-bound morocco, z is.

Dibdin's Bibliomania ;
or, Book-Madness : A Bibliographical Romance. With numerous
Illustrations. A New Edition, with a Supplement, including a

Key to the Assumed Characters in the Drama.
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Parts I. to XII. now ready, 2 if. each.

Cussans' History of Hertfordshire.
By JOHN E. CUSSANS. Illustrated with full-page Plates on Copper
and Stone, and a profusion of small Woodcuts.

" Mr. Cussans has, from sources not accessible to Clutterbuck, made most
j'aluable additions to the manorial history of tlte county from the earliest period
downwards, cleared up many doubtful points, and given original details con-

cerning various subjects untouched or imperfectly treated by that writer. The
Pedigrees seem to have been constructedwith great care, and are a valuable addition
to the genealogical history of the county Mr. Cussans appears to have done
his work conscientiously, and to have spared neither time, labour, nor expense to

render his volumes worthy ofranking in the highest class of County Histories*'
ACADEMY.

Demy 8vo, cloth extra, 12s. 6d.

Doran's Memories of our Great Towns.
With Anecdotic Gleanings concerning their Worthies and their

Oddities. By Dr. JOHN DORAN, F.S.A.

SECOND EDITION, demy 8vo, cloth gilt, with Illustrations, i&s.

Dunravens The Great Divide:
A Narrative of Travels in the Upper Yellowstone in the Summer
of 1874. By the EARL of DUN RAVEN. With Maps and numerous

striking full-page Illustrations by VALENTINE W. BROMLEY.
" There has not for a long time appeared a better book of travel than Lord

Dunravens ' The Great Divide.' . . . The book isfull of clever observation,
and both narrative and illustrations are thoroughly good." ATHEN^UM.

Demy 8vo, cloth extra, with Illustrations, 24^.

Dodge's (Colonel) The Hunting Grounds
of the Great West : A Description of the Plains, Game, and
Indians of the Great North American Desert. By RICHARD
IRVING DODGE, Lieutenant-Colonel of the United States Army.
With an Introduction by WILLIAM BLACKMORE; Map, and
numerous Illustrations drawn by ERNEST GRISET.

" This magnificent volume is one of the most able and most interesting works
ivhichhas ever proceededfrom an American pen, while its freshness is cquil to

that of any similar book. Colonel Dodge has chosen a subject of which he is

master, and treated it with afulness that leaves not/ting- more to be desired, and
in a style which is cJiarming equally for its picturesqueness and its purity."
NONCONFORMIST.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, gilt, with Illustrations, 6s.

Emanuel On Diamonds and Precious
Stones : their History, Value, and Properties ; with Simple Tests for

ascertaining their Reality. By HARRY EMANUEL, F. R.G. S.

With numerous Illustrations, Tinted and Plain.
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Crown 8vo, cloth extra, with Illustrations, "js. (>d.

The Englishman's House:
A Practical Guide to all interested in Selecting or Building a

House, with full Estimates of Cost, Quantities, &c. By C. J.
RICHARDSON. Third Edition. With nearly 600 Illustrations.

*.* This book ts intended to supply a long-felt want, viz., a plain, non-technical
account of every style of house, with the cost and manner of building ; it gives
every variety, from a "workman s cottage to a nobleman's palace.

Crown 8vo, cloth boards, 6s. per Volume ; a few Large Paper
copies (only 50 printed), at 12s. per VoL

Early English Poets.
Edited, with Introductions and Annotations, by Rev. A. B. GROSART.

"Mr. Grosart has spent the most laborious and the most enthusiastic care on
the perfect restoration and preservation of the text ; and it is very unlikely that

i:ny other edition of the poet can ever be called for. . . From Mr. Grosart we
ill-ways expect and always receive thefinal results ofmostpatient a?cd competent
fcJiolarship." EXAMINER.

I. Fletcher's (Giles, B.D.)
\

c mphte
nff

l
[
ec^ ^?

ems'*^
CompletePoems : Christ's Victorie

in Heaven, Christ's Victorie on

Earth, Christ's Triumph over Lines, and Glossarial Index, &c.
Three Vols.

Death, and Minor Poems.

With Memorial-Introduction and \ 4. Sidney S (Sir Philip)
Notes. One Vol. Complete Poetical Works, in-

2. Davies' (Sir John)
Complete Poetical Works, in-

cluding Psalms I. to L. in Verse,

and other hitherto Unpublished

eluding all those in "Arcadia."
With Portrait, Memorial-Intro-

duction, Essay on the Poetry of

Sidney, and Notes. Three Vols.
BUVU VJfc*J^ __ . __ __ _

MSS., for the first time Col-
j jj.

Donne S (Dr. Johtl)
lected and Edited. With Me- i

Complete Poetical Works, in-

monal-Introduction and Notes.
\ eluding the Satires and various

Two Vols. from MSS. With Memorial-In-

3. Herrick's (Robert)Hcs-
perides, Neblt Numbers, and

troduction and Notes.

[In thepress.

* Other volumes are in active preparation.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, with Illustrations, 6s.

Fairholt's Tobacco:
Its History and Associations ; with an Account of the Plant and

its Manufacture, and its Modes of Use in all Ages and Countries.

By F. W. FAIRHOLT, F.S.A. A New Edition, with Coloured

Frontispiece and upwards of 100 Illustrations by the Author.

A very pleasant and instructive history ?f tobacco and its associations, -which

ire cordialh recommend alike to the votaries and ,to the enemies of the mtich-

maligned but certainly not neglected weed. . . . full of interest and in-

fjrntatioti"
DAILY NEWS.
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Crown 8vo, cloth extra, with Illustrations, 4*. 6</.

Faraday 's Chemical History ofa Candle.
Lectures delivered to a Juvenile Audience. A New Edition.
Edited by W. CROOKES, F.C.S. With numerous Illustrations.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, with Illustrations, 41-. (>d.

Faraday's Various Forces of Nature.
A New Edition. Edited by W. CROOKES. F.C.S. With numerous
Illustrations.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, with Illustrations, "js. 6d.

er-Ring Lore:Fing
Historical, Legendary, and Anecdotal. Earliest Notices; Supersti-
tions ; Ring Investiture, Secular and Ecclesiastical ; Betrothal and

Wedding Rings ; Ring-tokens ; Memorial and Mortuary Rings ;

Posy-Rings; Customs and Incidents in Connection with Rings;
Remarkable Rings, &c. By WILLIAM JONES, F.S. A. With Hun-
dreds of Illustrations of Curious Rings of all Ages and Countries'.

" Enters fully into the whole subject, and gives an amount of information
and general reading in reference thereto which is of very hifit interest. The
book is not only a sort of history of finger-rings, but is a collection of anecdotes
in connection with them. . . . The z'olitme is admirably illustrated, and
altogether affords an amount ofamusement and information which is not other-
wise easily accessible" SCOTSMAH.
" One of those gossiping books ivhich are as full of amusement as of instruc-

tion" ATHKN^UM.

THE RUSKIN GRIMM. Square crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s. bd,;

gilt edges, "js. 6J.

German Popular Stories.
Collected by the Brothers GRIMM, and Translated by EDGAR
TAYLOR. Edited, with an Introduction, by JOHN RUSKIN.
With 22 Illustrations after the inimitable designs of GEORGE
CRUIKSHANK. Both Series Complete.

" The illustrations of this -volume . . . . are of quite sterling and admirable

art, ofa class precisely parallel in elevation to the character of the tales which

they Illustrate ; and the original etchings, as I have before said in the Appendix to

my ' Elements of Drawing,
'

were unrivalled in masterfulness of touch since Rem-
brandt (in some qualities ofdelineation, unrivalled even by him). . . . To make
somewhat enlarged copies of them, looking at them through a magnifying glass,
and neverputting two lines where Cruikshank has put only one, lueufd be an exer-

cise in decision and severe d> awing whichwould leave afterwards little to be lean; t

in schools." Extract from Introduction by JOHN RUSKIN.

One VoL crown 8vo, cloth extra, gs.

Gilbert 's (IV. S.) Original Plays :

"A Wicked World," "Charity," "The Palace of Truth,"
"
Pygmalion," "Trial by Jury," &c.

" His workmanship is in its way perfect ; it is very sound, very even, very
well sustained, and excellently balanced throughout" OBSERVER.
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One Shilling Monthly, Illustrated by ARTHUR HOPKINS.

The Gentleman 's Magazine.
Edited by SYLVANUS URBAN, Gentleman.

In seeking to restore the "GENTLEMAN'S MAGAZINE "
to the positien.

it formerly held, the Publishers do not lose sight of the changed conditions
under which it now appears. While maintaining an historical continuity which
dates back to the reign of George the Second, there -will be no attempt tt burdei.
the present with the weight of a distant past, or to adhere slavishly to traditions
the applieation of which is uusuited to the altered conditions of society at the

present time. It is sought to render the Magazine to the gentleman of to-day
what in earlier times it pro^ed to the gentleman of a past generation. New-
features will be introduced to take the place of those which disappear; in the
most important respects, however, the connecting links between the present and
the past will be closest. Biography and History, -which have always formed a*

conspicuous portion of the contents, will retain the prominence assigned them,
and will be treated -with the added breadth that springsfrom increased famili-
arity with authorities and more exact appreciation of the province of the

Biographer and the Historian. Science, -which confers upon the age special
eminence, will have its latest conclusions and forecasts presented in a manner
which shall bring them -within the grasp of the general reader. The philo-
sophical aspect of Politics, the matters -which affect Imperial interests, -will be

separatedfrom the rivalries ofparty , and will receive a due share of attention.

Archeology (under which comprehensive head may be included Genealogy, To-
pography, and other similar matters). Natural History, Sport and Adventure,
Poetry, Belles Lettres, Art in all its manifestations, will constitute a portion?
of the contents; and Essays upon social subjects will, as heretofore, be inter-

spersed. Under the head ef Table Talk matters of current interest -will be

discussed, andfacts of historic value will be preserved. A Work of Fiction by
some novelist of highest position will run through the pages of the Magazine,
and will be illustrated ly artists of known excellence. With a full sense oj
what is involved in their promise, and with a firm resolution to abide by their

pledges, the Publishers undertake to spare no exertion that is necessary to secure
the highest class of coniributions, to place the Magazine in the first rank of
serials, and to fit it to take its place on the table and on the slielves of all classes

ef cultivated Englishmen.

%* Now ready, the VolumeforJULY to DECEMBER, 1877, cloth extra*

price 8s. 6d. ; and Casesfor binding, price 2s. each.

Demy 410, cloth extra, with Illustrations, 31*. 6d.

Gillray the Caricaturist :

The Story of his Life and Times, with Anecdotal Descriptions of

his Engravings. Edited by THOMAS WRIGHT, Esq., M. A., F.S.A.
With 83 full-page Plates, and numerous Wood Engravings.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, with a Map, 3^. 6d.

Gold ;

or, Legal Regulations for the Standard of Gold and Silver

Ware in the different Countries of the World. Translated from
the German of STUDNITZ by Mrs. BREWER, and Edited, with

additions, by EDWIN W. STREETER.

Crown 8vo, cloth gilt and gilt edges, 7-r. 6a.

The Golden Treasttry of Thought :

AN ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF QUOTATIONS from Writers of all

and Countries. Selected and Edited by THEODORE TAYLOR.
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Square i6mo (Tauchnitz size), cloth extra, 2j. per volume.

The Golden Library ,

Bayard Taylor's Diver-
sions of the Echo Club.

The Book of ClericalAnec-
dotes.

Byron's Don Juan.

Carlyle (Thomas) on the
Choice of Books. With a Me-
moir, is. 6d.

Emerson s Letters and
Social Aims.

Godwin's( William)Lives
of the Necromancers.

Holmes's Autocrat of the

Breakfast Table. With an In-

troduction by G. A. SALA.

Holmes's Professor at the

Breakfast Table.

Hood 's Whims and Oddi-
ties. Complete. With all the

original Illustrations.

Irving's ( Washington)
Tales of a Traveller.

Irving's ( Washington)
Tales ofthe Alhambra.

Jesse's (Edward) Scenes
and Occupations ofCountry Life.

Lamb's Essays of Elia.
Both Series Complete in One Vol.

Leigh Hunt's Essays : A
Tale for a Chimney Corner, and
other Pieces. With Portrait, and
Introduction by EDMUND OLLIER

Mallory's (Sir Thomas)
Mort d 'Arthur; The Stories of

King Arthur and of the Knights
of the Round Table. Edited by
B. MONTGOMERIE RANKING.

Pascal's Provincial Let-
ters. A New Translation, with
Historical Introduction and
Notes, by T. M'CRIE, D.D.,
LL.D.

Pope's Complete Poetical
Works.

Rochefoucauld 's Maxims
and Moral Reflections. With
Notes, and an Introductory
Essay by SAINTE-BEUVE.

St. Pierre's Paul and
Virginia, and the Indian Cot-

tage. Edited, with Life, by the
Rev. E. CLARKE.

Shelley 's Early Poems
and Queen Mab, with Essay by
LEIGH HUNT.

Shelley's Later Poems :

Laon and Cythna, &c.

Shelley's PostJiumous
Poems, the Shelley Papers, &c.

Shelley's Prose Works,
including A Refutation of Deism,
Zastrozzi, St. Irvyne, &c.

White's Natural History
of Selborne. Edited, with addi-

tions, by THOMAS BROWN,
F.L.S.

" A series ofexcellently printed and carefully annotated volumes, ha.ndy in size,
and altogether attractive.

'

BOOKSELLER.

Small 8vo, cloth gilt, 6s.

Gosse's King Erik :

A Tragedy. By EDMUND W. GOSSE. Vignette by W. B. SCOTT.
" We have seldom seen so marked an advance in a second book beyond a first.

Jts merits are solid and ofa very high order." ACADEMY.
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Small 8vo, cloth gilt, 5*.

Gosse's On Viol and Flute.
Second Edition. With a Vignette by W. B. SCOTT.

Half-bound, paper boards, 2is. ; or elegantly half-bound crimson

morocco, gilt, 2$s.

The Graphic Portfolio.
Fifty Engravings from "The Graphic," most carefully printed on
the finest plate paper (18 in. by 15 in.) from the Original Engravings.
The Drawings are by S. L. FILDES, HELEN PATERSON, HUBERT
HERKOMER, SYDNEY HALL, E. J. GREGORY, G. D. LESLIE,
W. SMALL, G. Du MAURIER, Sir JOHN GILBERT, G. J. PIN-

WELL, CHARLES GREEN, G. DURAND, M. E. EDWARDS, A. B.

HOUGHTON, H. S. MARKS, F. W. LAWSON, H. WEIGALL,
and others.

"Contains some of the choicest specimens, both ofdraining and wood-engraving.
Admirable in details and expression, and engraved -with rare delicacy." DAILY
NEWS.

Crown Svo, cloth extra, gilt, with Illustrations, Js. 6d.

Greenwood's Low-Life Deeps:
An Account of the Strange Fish to be found there ; including" The Man and Dog Fight," with much additional and con-

firmatory evidence; "With a Tally-Man," "A Fallen Star,"
"The Betting Barber," "A Coal Marriage," &c. By JAMES
GREENWOOD. With Illustrations in tint by ALFRED CONCANEN.

Crown Svo, cloth extra, gilt, with Illustrations, Js. 6d.

Greenwood's JVilds ofLondon:
Descriptive Sketches, from Personal Observations and Experience,
of Remarkable Scenes, People, and Places in London. By JAMES
GREENWOOD. With 12 Tinted Illustrations by ALFRED CONCANEN.

" Mr. James Greenwood presents himself once more in the character of
' one

tuhcse delight it is to do his humhle endeavour towards exposing and extirpating
social abuses and those hole-and-corner evils which afflict society.'" SATURDAY
REVIEW.

Crown Svo, cloth extra, gilt, with Illustrations, 4?. 6d.

Guyot 's Earth and Man ;
or, Physical Geography in its Relation to the History of Mankind.
With Additions by Professors AGASSIZ, PIERCE, and GRAY. 12

Maps and Engravings on Steel, some Coloured, and a copious Index.
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Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

Hake 's New Symbols :

Poems. By THOMAS GORDON HAKE.
" The entire book breathes a pure and ennobling influence, shows vielcomi

originality of idea and illustration, and yields the highestproofof imaginative
faculty and maturepower of expression." ATHENAEUM.

Medium 8vo, cloth extra, gilt, with Illustrations, "js. 6d.

Hall's (Mrs. S. C.) Sketches of Irish
Character. With numerous Illustrations on Steel and Wood by
DANIEL MACLISE, Sir JOHN GILBERT, W. HARVEY, and G.
CRUIKSHANK.

" The Irish Sketches of this lady resemble Miss Mitford's beautiful English
Sketches in ' Our Village? but they are far more vigorous and picturesque and
bright."

- BLACKWOOD'S MAGAZINE.

Three Vols. royal 4to, cloth boards, 6 6s.

Historical Portraits ;

Upwards of 430 Engravings of Rare Prints. Comprising the

Collections of RODD, RICHARDSON, CAULFIELD, &c. With

Descriptive Text to every Plate, giving a brief outline of the most

important Historical and Biographical Facts and Dates connected

with each Portrait, and references to original Authorities.

Small 8vo, cloth limp, with Illustrations, 2s. 6d.

The House of Life ;

Human Physiology, with its Applications to the Preservation of

Health. For use in Classes, and Popular Reading. With
numerous Illustrations. By Mrs. F. FENWICK MILLER.

Two Vols. royal 8vo, with Coloured Frontispieces, cloth extra, 2 5*.

Hope's Costume of the Ancients.
Illustrated in upwards of 320 Outline Engravings, containing Re-

presentations of Egyptian, Greek, and Roman Habits and
Dresses.

" The substance of many expensive works, containing all that may be necessary
to gi-ve to artists, and even to dramatic performers and to others engaged in

classical representations, an idea of ancient costumes sufficiently ample to prevent
their offending in their performances by gross and obvious blunders."
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Crown 8vo, cloth extra, gilt, Js. 6d.

Hood's (Thomas) Choice Works,
In Prose and Verse. Including the CREAM OF THE COMIC
ANNUALS. With Life of the Author, Portrait, and over Two
Hundred original Illustrations.

" Not only does the volume include the letter-known poems by the author, but
also what is happily describedas ' the Cream of the Comic Annuals' Such delicious

things as ' Don't you smell firef 'The Parish Revolution,' and '

Huggins and
Duggins, -will never -want readers." GRAPHIC.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, with Photographic Portrait, 6s.

Hood's (Tom) Poems, Humorous and
Pathetic. Edited, with a Memoir, by his Sister, FRANCES FREE-
LING BRODERIP.

" There are many poems in tJu volume which the very best judge might well
mistakefor hisfather's werk." STANDARD.

Square crown 8vo, in a handsome and specially-designed binding,

gilt edges, 6s.

North Pole: A Noah's Arkseological Narrative. With 25 Illus-

trations by W. BRUNTON and E. C. BARNES.
" The amusing letterpress is profusely interspersed with the jingling rhymes

which children love and learn so easily, Messrs. Brunton and Barnes do full
justice to the "writer's meaning, and a pleasanter result of the harmonious co-

operation ofauthor and artist could not be desired." TIMES.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, gilt, "js. 6d.

Hook's (Theodore) Choice Humoroils

Works, including his Ludicrous Adventures, Bons-mots, Puns,
and Hoaxes. With a new Life of the Author, Portraits, Fac-

similes, and Illustrations.

Demy 8vo, cloth extra, 12s. 6d.

Hueffer's The Troubadours:
A History of Provengal Life and Literature in the Middle Ages.

By FRANCIS HUEFFER.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, "js.

Home's Orion:
An Epic Poem, in Three Books. By RICHARD HENGIST HORNF.
Tenth Edition.

" Orion will be admitted, by every man of genius, to be one of the noblest, if not
the very noblest, poetical work of the age. Its defects are trivial and conventional,
its ieauties intrinsic and sitpreme." EDGAR ALLAN POE
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Crown 8vo, cloth extra, "js. 6d.

Howell's The Conflicts of Capital and
Labour. Including Chapters on the History of Guilds ; Trades
Unions ; Apprentices ; Technical Education ; Intimidation and

Picketing ; Restraints on Trade
; Strikes their Objects, Aims, and

Results ; Trade Councils ; Arbitration ; Co operation ; Friendly
Societits; the Labour Laws, &c. By GEOBGE HOVVELL, Author
of " A Handy Book of the Labour Laws," late Parliamentary
Secretary to the Trades Unions of Great Britain.

Atlas folio, half morocco, gilt, .5 $s.

The Italian Masters :

Autotype Facsimiles of Original Drawings in the British Museum.
With Critical and Descriptive Notes, Biographical and Artistic,

by J. COMYNS CARR.
" This splendid volume. . . Mr. Carr's choice of examples has been dictated

by wide knowledge andfine tact. . . The majority have been reproduced with
remarkable accuracy. Of the criticism which accompanies the drawings we hare
not hitherto spoken, but it is this which gives the book its special value" PALL
MALL GAZETTE.

Small 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

Jeux a"Esprit,
Written and Spoken, of the Later Wits and Humourists. Collected
and Edited by HENRY S. LEIGH.

" This thoroughly congenial piece of work . . . Mr. Leigh's claim to praise is

threefold: he has performed the duty of taster with care and judgment ; he has
restored many stolen or strayed bons-mots to their rightful owners ; and he has
exercised his editorial functions delicately and sparingly." DAILY TELEGRAPH.

Two Vols. 8vo, with 52 Illustrations and Maps, cloth extra, gilt, 14^.

Josephus's Complete Works.
Translated by WHISTON. Containing both " The Antiquities of

the Jews," and "The Wars of the Jews."

Small 8vo, cloth, full gilt, gilt edges, with Illustrations, 6s.

Kavanaghs' Pearl Fountain >

And other Fairy Stories. By BRIDGET and JULIA KAVANAGH.
With Thirty Illustrations by J. MOYR SMITH.

" Genuine new fairy stories of the old type, some of them as delightful as the

lest of Grimm''s ' German Popular Stories' .... For the most part, the

stories are downright, thorough-going fairy stories of the most admirable kind.

. . . . Mr. Moyr Smith's illustrations, too, are admirable. Look at that
white rabbit. Anyone would see at the first glance that he is a rabbit with n
mind, and a -very uncommon mind too that he is a fairy rabbit, and that he is

posing as chief adviser to some one without reading even a word of the story.

Again, notice the fairy-like effect of the little picture of the fairy-bird
' Don't-

forget-fie? flying away back into fairy-land. A more perfectly dream-like im-

pression offairy-land has hardly been given in any illustration of fairy tales

within our knowledge." SPECTATOR.
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Small 8vo, cloth extra, 5^.

Lamb 's Poetry for Children, and Prince
Dorus. Carefully reprinted from unique copies.

" The quaint find delightful little book, over the recovery of which all the hearts

of his lovers are yet -warm with rejoicing." Mr. SWINBURNE, in the ATHEN/EUM.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, gilt, with Portraits, Js. 6d.

Lamb's Complete Works,
In Prose and Verse, reprinted from the Original Editions, with

many Pieces hitherto unpublished. Edited, with Notes and In-

troduction, by R. H. SHEPHERD. With Two Portraits and Fac-
simile of a page of the "

Essay on Roast Pig."
" A complete edition of Lamb's -writings, in prcse and verse, Jias long been

wanted, and is now supplied. The editor appears to have taken great faint
to bring together Lamb's scattered contributions, and his collection contains a
number of pieces which are now reproduced /or the first time since their original
appearance in -various old periodicals." SATURDAY REVIEW.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, with numerous Illustrations, icw. 6d.

Mary & Charles Lamb:
Their Poems, Letters, and Remains. With Reminiscences and
Notes by W. CAREW HAZLITT. With HANCOCK'S Portrait of

the Essayist, Facsimiles of the Title-pages of the rare First Lditions

of Lamb s and Coleridge's Works, and numerous Illustrations.
"

Very many passages will delight those fond of literary trifles ; hardly any
portion willfail in interest for Iwers of CharlesLamb and his sister." STANDARD.

Demy 8vo, cloth extra, with Maps and Illustrations, iSs .

Lamont 's Yachting in the Arctic Seas;
or, Notes of Five Voyages of Sport and Discovery in the Neigh-
bourhood of Spitzbergen and Novaya Zemlya. By JAMES LAMONT,
F.R.G.S. With numerous full-page Illustrations by Dr. LIVESAY.

"
After wading through numberless volumes of icy fiction, concocted narrative,

and spurious biography of Arctic voyagers, it is pleasant to meet with a real and
genuine volume. . . He shows much tact in recounting his adventures, and
they are so interspersed with anecdotes and information as to make them anything
but wearisome. . . The book, as a whole, is the most important addition
made to our Arctic literature for a long time" ATHENAEUM.

Crown Svo, cloth gilt, Js. 6d.

Latter-Day Lyrics :

Poems of Sentiment and Reflection by Living Writers
; selected

and arranged, with Notes, by W. DAVENPORT ADAMS. \Vith a
Note " On some Old French Forms of Verse

"
by AUSTIN DOBSON.
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Crown 8vo, cloth exlra, 8s. 6d.

Lee's More Glimpses ofthe World Unseen.
Edited by the Rev. FREDERICK GEORGE LEE, D.C.L., Vicar of
All Saints', Lambeth ; Editor of " The Other World ; or,

Glimpses of the Supernatural," &c.

Crown 6vo, elotn extra, with illustrations, js. 6d.

Life in London ;
or, The History of Jerry Hawthorn and Corinthian Tom. With
the whole of CRUIKSHANK'S Illustrations, in Colours, after the

Originals.

Small crown 8vo, cloth extra, 45-. 6d.

Linton 's Joshua Davidson,
Christian and Communist. By E. LYNN LINTON. Sixth Edition,
with a New Preface.

Crown Svo, cloth extra, with Illustrations, "js. 6d.

Longfellow's Complete Prose Works.
Including

" Outre Mer,"
"
Hyperion,"

"
Kavanagh,"

" The
Poets and Poetry of Europe," and " Driftwood." With Portrait

and Illustrations by VALENTINE BROMLEY.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, gilt, with Illustrations, js. 6d.

Longfellow 's Poetical Works.
Carefully Reprinted from the Original Editions. With numerous
fine Illustrations on Steel and Wood.

" Mr. Longfellow hasfor many years been the best known and the most read of
American poets ; and his popularity is of the right kind, and rightly andfairly
won. He lias not stooped to catch attention by artifice, nor striven to force it by
violence. His -works have faced the test of parody and burlesque (which in these

days is almost the common lot of writings of any mark), and have come ojff un-
harmed. " SATURDAV REVIEW.

THE FRASER PORTRAITS. Demy 410, cloth gilt and gilt edges, with

83 characteristic Portraits, 3U. 6d.

MacUse's Gallery of Illustrious Literary
Characters. With Notes by Dr. MA'GINN. Edited, with copious
Additional Notes, by WILLIAM BATES, B. A.

" One of the most interesting volumes of this year s literature." TIMES.
" Deserves a place on every dra-wing-room table, and may not unfitly be removed

from the drawing-room to the library." SPECTATOR.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, with Illustrations, 2s. 6d.

Madre Natura v. The Moloch ofFashion.
By LUKE LIMNER. With 32 Illustrations by the Author.
FOITRTH EDITION, revised and enlarged.

"
"Agreeably written and amusingly illustrated. Com*

are brought to bear on the subjects discussed in it." LANC
man. sense and erudition
KT.
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Handsomely printed in facsimile, price 5*.

Magna Charta.
An exact Facsimile of the Original Document in the British

Museum, printed on fine plate paper, nearly 3 feet long by 2 feet

wide, with the Arms and Seals of the Barons emblazoned in Gold
and Colours.

%* A full Translation, with Notes, on a large sheet, 6d.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, "js. 6d.

Maid of Norway (The).
Translated from the German by Mrs. BIRKBECK. With Pen and
Ink Sketches of Norwegian Scenery.

NEW COPYRIGHT WORK BY MARK TWAIN.
Post Svo, illustrated boards, 2s.

An Idle Rxcursion, and other Papers.
By MARK TWAIN.

Small Svo, cloth extra, with Illustrations, js. 6d.

Mark Twain 'sAdventuresofTomSaioyer.
With One Hundred Illustrations.

" A book to be read. There is a certainfreshness and novelty about it, a prac-
tically romantic character, so to speak, which will make it very attractive."
SPECTATOR.

*** Also a Popular Edition, post Svo, illustrated boards, as.

Crown Svo, cloth extra, with Illustrations, "]s. 6d.

Mark Twain 's Choice Works.
Revised and Corrected throughout by the Author. With Life,

Portrait, and numerous Illustrations.

Post Svo, illustrated boards, 2s.

Mark Twain s Pleasiire Trip on the
Continent of Europe. ("The Innocents Abroad," and "The
New Pilgrim's Progress.")

Two Vols. crown Svo, cloth extra, i8s.

Marston's (Dr. Westland) Dramatic
and Poetical Works. Collected Library Edition.

" The ' Patrician's Daughter
'

is an oasis in the desert of modern dramatic
literature, a real emanation of mind. We do not recollect any modern work in
which states of thought are so freely developed, except the

'

Torquato Tasso
'

of
Goethe. The play is a work of art in the same sense that a play of Sophocles is a
work ffart; it is one simple idea in a state ofgradual development . . . 'The
Favourite of Fortune' is one of the most important additions to the stock of
English prose comedy t)iat has been made during the present century." TIMES.
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Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 8s.

Marston 's (Philip B.) All in All.
Poems and Sonnets.

Crown Svo, cloth extra, 8j.

Marston 's (Philip B.) Song Tide,
And other Poems. Second Edition.

Handsomely half-bound, India Proofs, royal folio, 10 ; Large Paper
copies, Artists' India Proofs, elephant folio, .20.

Modern Art :

A Series of superb Line Engravings, from the Works of Distin-

guished Painters of the English and Foreign Schools, selected

from Galleries and Private Collections in Great Britain. With

descriptive Text by JAMES DAFFORNE.

Crown Svo, cloth extra, gilt, gilt edges, "js. 6d.

Muses ofMayfair ;

Vers de Societe of the Nineteenth Century. Including Selections

from TENNYSON, BROWNING, SWINBURNE, ROSSETTI, JEAN
INGELOW, LOCKER, INGOLDSBY, HOOD, LYTTON, C. S. C.;

LANDOR, AUSTIN DOBSON, &c. Edited by H. C. PENNELL.

Crown Svo, cloth extra, 6s., a New and Cheaper Edition of

The New Republic ;

or, Culture, Faith, and Philosophy in an English Country House.

By W. H. MALLOCK.
" The great charm of the book lies in tJie clever and artistic way the dialogue

is managed, and the diverse and various expedients by which, whilst the love of
thought on every page is kept at a high fitch, it never loses its realistic aspect.
. . . It is giving high praise to a work of this sort to say that it absolutely
needs to be taken as a whole, and that disjointed extracts here and there would
entirelyfail to convey any idea of the artistic unity, the careful and conscientious

sequence of what is evidently the brilliant outcome of much patient thought and
study. . . . Enough has now been said to recommend these volumes to any
reader who desires something above the usual novel, something which will open
up lanes of thought in his own mind, and insensibly introduce a higher standard
into his daily life. . . . Here is novelty indeed, as well as originality, and
to anyone who can appreciate or understand ' The New Republic,' it cannot
fail to be a rare treat." OBSERVER.
** The ORIGINAL EDITION, in Two Vols. crown Svo, 2is., may also

be had.

Square Svo, cloth extra, with numerous Illustrations, <)s.

North Italian Folk.
By Mrs. COMYNS CARR. With Illustrations by RANDOLPH
CALDECOTT.
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MOORE'S HITHERTO UNCOLLECTED WRITINGS.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, with Frontispiece, 9-r.

Prose and Verse Humorous, Satirical*
and Sentimental by THOMAS MOORE. Including Suppressed
Passages from the Memoirs of Lord Byron. Chiefly from the

Author's MSS., and all hitherto Inedited and Uncollected. Edited,
with Notes, by RICHARD HERNE SHEPHERD.

"
Hitherto Thomas Moore lias been mostly regarded as one of the lighter writers

merely a sentimental poet par excellence, in -whom the '

raptnre of love and of
ivine ' determined him strictly to certain modes of sympathy and of utterance, and
these to a large extent of a slightly artificial character. This volume -will serve to

show him in other, arid certainly as attractive, aspects, while, at the same time,
enabling us to a considerable extent to see howfaithfully he developed himself on
the poetical orfanciful side. . . . This is a book which claims, as it ought to

obtain, various classes of readers, and we trust that the very mixed elements of
interest in it may not conflict with its obtaining them. For the lightest reader
there is much to enjoy ; for the most thoughtful something to ponder over; and the
thanks of both are due to editor andpublisher alike." NONCONFORMIST.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, with Vignette Portraits, price 6s. per Vol.

The Old Dramatists ;

Ben Jensen's Works. ALGERNON CHARLES SWIN-

With Notes, Critical and Ex-

planatory, and a Biographical
Memoir by WILLIAM GIFFORD.
Edited by Col. CUNNINGHAM.
Three Vols.

Chapman 's Works.
Now First Collected. Complete
in Three Vols. Vol. I. contains

the Plays complete, including the

doubtful ones ; Vol. II. the

Poems and Minor Translations,
with an Introductory Essay by

BURNE ; Vol. III. the Transla-
tions of the Iliad and Odyssey.

Marlowe's Works.
Including his Translations. Edit-

ed, with Notes and Introduction,

by Col. CUNNINGHAM. One Vol.

Massinger's Plays.
From the Text of WILLIAM
GIFFORD. With the addition of
the Tragedy of ' ' Believe as you
List." Edited by Col. CUN-
NINGHAM. One Vol.

Fcap. Svo, cloth extra, bs.

O'Shaughnessy's (Arthur) An Epic of
Women, and other Poems. Second Edition.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, los. 6d.

O'Shaughnessy 's Lays of France.
(Founded on the "

Lays of Marie.") Second Edition.

Fcap. 8vo, cloth extra, *js. 6d.

O'Shaughnessy 's Mtisic and Moonlight ;

Poems and Songs.

Crown 8vo, illustrated boards, with numerous Plates, 2s. 6d.

Old Point Lace, and How to Copy and
Imitate It. By DAISY WATERHOUSE HAWKINS. With 17
Illustrations by the Author.
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Crown 8vo, carefully printed on creamy paper, and tastefully
bound in cloth for the Library, price 6s. each.

The Piccadilly Novels:
Popular t0rtc3 6j) tfjc 38>t <Hutl)0n>.

A ntonina. By WILKIE COLLINS.
Illustrated by Sir J. GILBERT and ALFRED CONCANEN.

Basil. By WILKIE COLLINS.
Illustrated by Sir JOHN GILBERT and J. MAHONEY.

Hide and Seek. By WILKIE COLLINS.
Illustrated by Sir JOHN GILBERT and J. MAHONEY.

The Dead Secret. By WILKIE COLLINS.
Illustrated by Sir JOHN GILBERT and H. FURNISS.

Queen of Hearts. By WILKIE COLLINS.
Illustrated by Sir J. GILBERT and A. CONCANEN.

My Miscellanies. By WILKIE COLLINS.
With Steel Portrait, and Illustrations by A. CONCANEN.

The Woman in White. By WILKIE COLLINS.
Illustrated by Sir J. GILBERT and F. A. FRASER.

The Moonstone. By WILKIE COLLINS.
Illustrated by G. Du MAURIER and F. A. FRASER.

Man and Wife. By WILKIE COLLINS.
Illustrated by WILLIAM SMALL.

Poor Miss Finch. By WILKIE COLLINS.
Illustrated by G. Du MAURIER and EDWARD HUGHES.

Miss or Mrs. ? By WILKIE COLLINS.
Illustrated by S. L. FILDES and HENRY WOODS.

The New Magdalen. By WILKIE COLLINS.
Illustrated by G. Du MAURIER and C. S. RANDS.

The Frozen Deep. By WILKIE COLLINS.
Illustrated by G. Du MAURIER and J. MAHONEY.

The Law and the Lady. By WILKIE COLLINS.
Illustrated by S. L. FILDES and SYDNEY HALL.

The Two Destinies. By WILKIE COLLINS.

%* Also a POPULAR EDITION of WILKIE COLLINS'S
NOVELS, post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

Felicia. By M. BETHAM-EDWARDS.
With a Frontispiece by W. BOWLES.

" A noble novel. Its teaching is elevated, its story is sympathetic, and the kind
of feeling its perusal leaves behind is that more ordinarily derived front music or

poetry than from prose fiction. Few works in modern fiction stand as high in our
estimation as this." SUNDAY TIMES.

Olympia. By R. E. FRANCILLON.
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THE PICCADILLY NOVELS continued.

Under the Greenwood Tree. By THOMAS HARDY.

Fated to be Free. By JEAN INGELOW.

The Queen of Connaught. By HARRIETT JAY.

Tlie Dark Colleen. By HARRIETT JAY.
"A novel which possesses tJie rare and valuable quality of novelty. . . . The

scenery will be strange to most readers, and in many passages the aspects ofNature
are very cleverly described. Moreover, the book is a study ofa very curious and

interesting state of society. A novel which no novel-reader sfould miss, and which

people who generally shun novels may enjoy." SATURDAY REVIEW.

Patricia Kemball. By E. LYNN LINTON.

With Frontispiece by G. Du MAURIER.
"
Displays genuine humour, as well as keen social observation. Enough graphic

portraiture and witty observation to furnish materials for half-a-dozen novels of
the ordinary kind." SATURDAY REVIEW.

The Atonement of Learn Dundas. By E. LYNN LINTON.

With a Frontispiece by HENRY WOODS.
" In her narrowness and her depth, in her boundless loyalty, her self-forgetting

passion, that exclusiveness of love which is akin to cruelty, and the fierce

humility which is vicarious pride. Learn Dundas is a striking figure. In one

quality the authoress has in some measure surpassed herself.
' PALL MALL GAZ.

The Waterdale Neighbours. By JUSTIN MCCARTHY.

My Enemy's Daughter. By JUSTIN MCCARTHY.

Linley Rochford. By JUSTIN MCCARTHY.

A Fair Saxon. By JUSTIN MCCARTHY.

Dear Lady Disdain. By JUSTIN MCCARTHY.
The EmlEye,and otJier Stories. By KATHARINE S.MACQUOID.

Illustrated by THOMAS R. MACQUOID and PERCY MACQUOID.
"Cameos delicately, ifnot very minutely or vividly, wrought, and quitefinished

enough to give a pleasurable sense of artistic ease and faculty. A word ofcom-
mendation is merited by the illustrations." ACADEMY.

Number Seventeen. By HENRY KINGSLEY.

Oakshott Castle. By HENRY KINGSLEY.
With a Frontispiece by SHIRLEY HODSON.

"A brisk and clear north wind of sentiment sentiment that braces instead oj

enervating blows through all his works, and makes all their readers at once
healthier and more glad.

" SPECTATOR.

Open ! Sesame ! By FLORENCE MARRYAT.
Illustrated by F. A. FRASER.

" A story which arouses and sustains the reader's interest to a higher degree
than, perhaps, any of its author'sformer works." GRAPHIC.

Whiteladies. By Mrs. OLIPHANT.
With Illustrations by A. HOPKINS and H. WOODS.

" A pleasant and readable book, written with practical ease and grace." TIMES.

TJie Best of Husbands. By JAMES PAYN.
Illustrated by J. MOYR SMITH.

Fallen Fortunes. By JAMES PAYN.
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THE PICCADILLY NOVELS continued.

Halves. By JAMES PAYN,
With a Frontispiece by J. MAHONEY.

Walter 's Word. By JAMES PAYN.
Illustrated by J. MOYR SMITH.

What he Cost her. By JAMES
" His novels are always commendable in the sense of art. They also possess

another distinct claim to our liking : the girls in them are remarkably charm-
ing and true to nature, as most people, we believe, have t/te good fortune to

observe nature represented by girls." SPECTATOR.

Her Mother's Darling. By Mrs J. H. RIDDELL

The Way we Live Now. By ANTHONY TROLLOPS,
With Illustrations.

The American Senator. By ANTHONY TROLLOPE.
" Mr. Trollope has a true artist's idea of tone, of colour, of harmony : his

pictures are one, and seldom out of drawing; he never strains after effect, is

fidelity itself in expressing English life, is never guilty of caricature."

FORTNIGHTLY REVIEW.

Diamond Cut Diamond. By T. A. TROLLOPE.
" Full of life, of interest, of close observation, and sympathy. . . . When

Mr. Trollope paints a scene it is sure to be a scene worth fainting." SATUR-
DAY REVIEW.

Bound to the Wheel. By JOHN SAUNDERS.

Gtiy Waterman. By JOHN SAUNDERS.

One Against the World. By JOHN SAUNDERS,

The Lion in the Path. By JOHN SAUNDERS.
"A carefully written and beautiful story a story of goodness and truth,

which is yet as interesting as though it dealt with the opposite qualities. ...
The author of this really clever story has been at great pains to work out all
its details with elaborate conscientiousness, and the result is a very vividpicture-
of the ways of life and habits of thought of a hundred and fifty years ago.

. . Certainly a very interesting book." TIMES.

Ready-Money Mortiboy. By w. BESANT and JAMES RICE.

My Little Girl. By W. BESANT and JAMES RICE.

The Case of Mr. Lucraft. By W. BESANT and JAMES RICE.

This Son of Vulcan. By W. BESANT and JAMES RICE.

With Harp and Crown. By W. BESANT and JAMES RICE.

The Golden Butterfly. By W. BESANT and JAMES RICE.

With a Frontispiece by F. S. WALKER.
" ' The Golden Butterfly

'
will certainly add to the happiness ofmankind, for V.T

defy anybody to read it with a gloomy countenance." TIMES.
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NEW NOVEL BY JUSTIN MCCARTHY.
Two vols. 8vo, cloth extra, Illustrated, 2is., the SECOND EDITION of

Miss Misanthrope.
By JUSTIN MCCARTHY, Author of "Dear Lady Disdain," &c.
With 12 Illustrations by ARTHUR HOPKINS.

"In ' MissMisanthrope' Mr. McCarthy has addeda newand delightfulportrait
to his gallery of English-women. . . . It is a novel tvhich maybe sifped like
choice wine ; it is one to linger over andponder ; to be enjoyed likefine, siveet air,
or good company,for it is fervaded by a perfume of honesty and humour, cf high
feeling, of kindly penetrating humour, ofgood sense, and -wide knowledge of the
world, of a mind richly cultivated and amply stored. There is scarcely a page in
these volumes in which we do not find some fine remark orfelicitous reflection of
piercing, yet gentle and indulgent irony." DAILY NEWS.

MRS. LINTON'S NEW NOVEL.
Two Vols. 8vo, cloth extra, Illustrated, 2is., the SECOND EDITION of

The World Well Lost.
By E. LYNN LINTON, Author of " Patricia Kemball," &c. With
12 Illustrations by HENRY FRENCH and J. LAWSON.

" We are inclined to think that in this nmiel Mrs. Lynn Linton has reached a.

higher artistic mark than in anyformer one" NONCONFORMIST.
"
If Mrs. Linton had not already won aplace among ourforemost living novelists,

she would have been entitled to it by her latest work of fiction a book of sitigularly
high ami varied merit. The story rivets the attention of the reader at the outset,
and holds him absorbed until the close." SCOTSMAN.

NEW NOVEL BY THE AUTHOR OF "JULIET'S GUARDIAN."
Three Vols., crown 8vo, 31.5-. 6d.

Deceivers Ever.
By Mrs. H. LOVETT CAMERON.

Crown 8vo, red cloth, extra, $s. each.

Ouida 's Novels. Uniform Edition.
Folle Farine. By OUIDA.

Idalia. By OUIDA.

Chandos. By OUIDA.

UnderTwo Flags. By OUIDA.

Tricotrin. By OUIDA.

Cecil Castlemainds
Gage. By OuiDA.

Held in Bondage. By OUIDA.

Pascarel. By OUIDA.

Puck. By OUIDA.

Dog of Flanders. By OUIDA.

Strathmore. By OUIDA.

Two Wooden ShoesEy OUIDA.

Signa. By OUIDA.
In a Winter City. By OUIDA.

Ariadne. By OUIDA.

NEW NOVEL BY MR. JAMES GRANT.
Shortly, Three Vols., crown 8vo, y.s. 6d.

The Lord Hermitage.
By JAMES GRANT, Author of "The Romance of War," &c.
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Post Svo, illustrated boards, zs. each.

Cheap Editions of Popular Novels.
[WILKIE COLLINS' NOVELS may also be had in cloth limp at 2S.\ 6af. See,
too, the PICCADILLY *&O\E.\.S,for Library Editions.]

Under the Greenwood Tree. By THOMAS HARDY.

Ready-Money Mortiboy. By WALTER BBSANT and JAMES RICE-

The Golden Butterfly. By Authors of "
Ready-Money Mortiboy."

This Son Of Vulcan. By the Authors of "
Ready-Money Mortiboy."

My Little Girl. By the Authors of "Ready-Money Mortiboy."

The Case Of Mr. Lucraft. Authors of "Ready-Money Mortiboy.''

With Harp and Crown. Authors of "
Ready-Money Mortiboy."

The Woman in White. By WILKIE COLLINS.

Antonina. By WILKIE COLLINS.

Basil. By WILKIE COLLINS.

Hide and Seek. By WILKIE COLLINS.

The Dead Secret. By WILKIE COLLINS.

The Queen of Hearts. By WILKIE COLLINS.

My Miscellanies. By WILKIE COLLINS.
The. Moonstone.

By WILKIE COLLINS.
Man and Wife. By WlLKIE CoLLINS>
Poor Miss Finch.

By WlLKIE CoLLINS>
Miss or Mrs. ?

By WlLKIE COLLINS-
T)u New Magdalen. By WILKIE COLLINS.
The Frozen Deep. By WILKIE COLLINS.
TJie Law and the Lady. By WILKIE COLLINS.

Gaslight and Daylight. By GEORGE AUGUSTUS SALA.
The Waterdale Neighbours. By JUSTIN MCCARTHY.

My Enemy s Daughter. By JUSTIN MCCARTHY.

Linley Rochford. By JUSTIN MCCARTHY.
A Fair

Saxon.^ By JUSTIN MCCARTHY.
Dear Lady Disdain. By JUSTIN MCCARTHY.
A n Idle Excursion. By MARK TwAIN
The A dvcntures of Tom Sawyer. By MARK TWAIN
A Pleasure Trip on the Continent of Europe. M. TWAIN
Oakshott Castle. By HENRY KINGSLEY.'
Bound to the Wheel. By JOHN SAUNDERS.

Guy Waterman. By JOHN SAUNDERS.

One Against the World. By JOHN SAUNDERS.
The Lion in the Path. By JOHN and KATHERINE SAUNDERS.

Surly Tim. By the Author of " That Lass o' Lowrie's."
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Two Vols. 8vo, cloth extra, with Illustrations, lOr. 6d.

Plutarch's Lives of Illustrious Men.
Translated from the Greek, with Notes Critical and Historical,
and a Life of Plutarch, by JOHN and WILLIAM LANGHORNE.
New Edition, with Medallion Portraits.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, with Portrait and Illustrations, ^s. 6d.

Poe's Choice Prose and Poetical Works.
With BAUDELAIRE'S "Essay."

" Poe stands as much alone among verse-writers as Salvator Rosa among
jointers." SPECTATOR.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, Illustrated, "js. 6d.

The Life of Edgar Allan Poe.
By WILLIAM F. GILL. With numerous Illustrations and
Facsimiles.

Small 8vo, cloth extra, with Illustrations, $s. 6d.

The Prince ofArgoUs :

A Story of the Old Greek Fairy Time. By J. MOYR SMITH.
With 130 Illustrations by the Author.

Demy 8vo, cloth extra, I2s. 6d.

Proctor's Myths and Marvels of Astro-
nomy. By RICHARD A. PROCTOR, Author of "Other Worlds
than Ours," &c.

" Mr. Proctor, who is -well and widely knownfor hisfaculty of popularising the

latest results of the science of which he is a master, has brought together in these

fascinating chapters a curious collection ofpopular beliefs concerning divination by
the stars, the influences of the moon, the destination of the comets, the constellation

figures, and the habitation of other worlds than ours." DAILY NEWS.
" The reader who begins this charming volume a dozen chapters to as many

instances of erroneous observation or superstitious credulity will hardly fail to

peruse it to the end." GRAPHIC.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 5.?.

Prometheus the Fire-Giver :

An attempted Restoration of the Lost First Part of the Trilogy
of ^Eschylus.

" Another illustration of that classical rn>ivalwhich is due in no small degree
to the influence of Mr. Swinburne. . . . Much really fine writing, and much
appreciation of the sEschylean spirit." HOME NEWS.
" Wellwritten in farts soft, spirited, and vigorous, according to requirement.

1 '

ILLUSTRATED LONDON NEWS.
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Crown 8vo, cloth extra, with Portrait and Facsimile, 12s. 6d.

Final Reliqites of Father Prout.
Collected and Edited, from MSS. supplied by the family of the
Rev. FRANCIS MAHONY, by BLANCHARD JERROLD.

In Two Series, small 410, blue and gold, gilt edges, 6s. each.

Puniana ;

or, Thoughts Wise and Other-Why's. A New Collection of

Riddles, Conundrums, Jokes, Sells, &c. In Two Series, each

containing 3000 of the best Riddles, 10,000 most outrageous Puns,
and upwards of Fifty beautifully executed Drawings by the Editor,
the Hon. HUGH ROWLEY. Each Series is Complete in itself.

"A witty, droll, and most amusing work, profusely and elegantly illustrated."
STANDARD.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, gilt, js. 6J.

The Pursuivant of Arms ;

or, Heraldry founded upon Facts. A Popular Guide to the
Science of Heraldry. By J. R. PLANCHE, Esq., Somerset
Herald. With Coloured Frontispiece, Plates, and 200 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, "js. 6d.

Rabelais I/Forks.

Faithfully Translated from the French, with variorum Notes, and
numerous Characteristic Illustrations by G USTAVE DoRfi.

Crown 8vo, cloth gilt, with numerous Illustrations, and a beautifully
executed Chart of the various Spectra, 7$. 6J., a New Edition of

Rambosson 's Astronomy.
By J. RAMBOSSON, Laureate of the Institute of France. Trans-
lated by C. B. PITMAN. Profusely Illustrated.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

Red-Spinner's By Stream and Sea :

A Book for Wanderers and Anglers. By WILLIAM SENIOR
(RED-SPINNER).

pi
most attractive manner in this delightful volume. . . . It is pre-eminently a
bright and breezy book, full ofnature and odd out-of-the-way references. . . We
can conceive of no betterbook for theholiday tour or the seaside." NONCONFORMIST.
"
Very delightful reading:; just the sort of book which an angler or a rambler

will be glad to have in tlie side pocket of his jacket. Altogether,
'

By Stream and
Sea '

is one of the best books of its kind which we have come acrossfor many a long
UNIVERSITY HERALD.
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Handsomely printed, price 5*.

The Roll of Battle Abbey ;
or, A List of the Principal Warriors who came over from Nor-

mandy with William the Conqueror, and Settled in this Country,
A.D. 1066-7. Printed on fine plate paper, nearly three feet by
two, with the principal Arms emblazoned in Gold and Colours.

In 4to, very handsomely printed, extra gold cloth, I2J.

The Roll of Caerlaverock.
The Oldest Heraldic Roll ; including the Original Anglo-Norman
Poem, and an English Translation of the MS. in the British

Museum. By THOMAS WRIGHT, M.A. The Arms emblazoned
in Gold and Colours.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, Is. 6d.

Memoirs of the Sanson Family :

Seven Generations of Executioners. By HENRI SANSON. Trans-

lated from the French, with Introduction, by CAMILLE BARRERE.
"A faithful translation ofthis curious work, which will certainly repayperusal
not on the ground of its beingfull of horrors, for the original author seems to

be rather ashatned of the technical aspect of his profession, and is commendably
reticent as to its details, but_

because it contains a lucid account of the most notable

causes clebres from the time of Louis XIV. to a period within the memory of
persons still living. . . . Can scarcely fail to be extremely entertaining."
DAILY TELEGRAPH.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, profusely Illustrated, 41, 6d. each.

The " Secret Out" Series.

The Art of Amusing :

A Collection of Graceful Arts,

Games, Tricks, Puzzles, and Cha-
rades. By FRANK BELLEW. 300
Illustrations.

Hanky-Panky :

Very Easy Tricks, Very Difficult

Tricks, White Magic, Sleight of

Hand. Edited by W. H. CRE-
MER. 200 Illustrations.

Magician's Own Book :

Performances with Cups and Balls,

Eggs, Hats, Handkerchiefs, &c.

All from Actual Experience.
Edited by W. H. CREMER. 200
Illustrations.

Magic No Mystery :

Tricks with Cards, Dice, Balls,

&c., with fully descriptive Direc-
tions ; the Art of Secret Writing ;

the Training of Performing Ani-

mals, &c. With Coloured Fron-

tispiece and many Illustrations.

The Merry Circle :

A Book ofNew Intellectual Games
and Amusements. By CLARA
BELLEW. Many Illustrations.

The Secret Out :

One Thousand Tricks with Cards,
and other Recreations ; with En-
tertaining Experiments in Draw-
ing-room or " White Magic." By
W. H. CREMER. 300 Engravings.

NEW VOLUME OF THE "SECRET OUT" SERIES.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, with numerous Plates, 4^. 6d.

The Pyrotechnist's Treasury ;

or, Complete Art of Making Fireworks. By THOMAS KENTISH.
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In reduced facsimile, small 8vo, half Roxburghe, icw. 6d.

The First Folio Shakespeare.
Mr. WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE'S Comedies, Histories, and Trage-
dies. Published according to the true Originall Copies. London,
Printed by ISAAC IAGGARD and ED. BLOUNT, 1623. An exact

Reproduction of the extremely rare original, in reduced facsimile

by a photographic process ensuring the strictest accuracy in every
detail. A full Prospectus will be sent upon application,

" To Messrs. Chatto and Windus belongs the merit of having done more to

facilitate the critical study of the text of our great dramatist^ than all the Shake-
speare clubs and societies put togetlier. A complete facsimile of the celebrated
First Folio edition of ifa-^for half-a-guinea is at once a miracle of cheapness and
enterprise. Being in a reduced form, tlie type is necessarily rather diminutive,
but it is as distinct as in a genuine copy of the original, and will befound to be as

useful andfar more handy to the student than the latter." ATHENJBUM.

Post 8vo, with Illustrations, cloth extra, gilt edges, i8s.

The Lansdowne Shakespeare.
Beautifully printed in red and black, in small but very clear type.
With engraved facsimile of DROESHOUT'S Portrait, and 37 beautiful

Steel Plates, after STOTHARD.

Two Vols. crown 8vo, cloth extra, iSs.

The School of Shakspere.
Including "The Life and Death of Captain Thomas Stukeley,"
with a New Life of Stucley, from Unpublished Sources ;

" No-
body and Somebody,"

"
Histriomastix," "The Prodigal Son,"

"Jack Drum's Entertainement," "A Warning for Fair Women,"
with Reprints of the Accounts of the Murder ; and "Faire Em."
Edited, with Introductions and Notes, and an Account of Robert
Gn.en and his Quarrels with Shakspere, by RICHARD SIMPSON,
B. A., Author of "The Philosophy of Shakspere's Sonnets,"

" The
Life of Campion," &c. With an Introduction by F. J. FURNIVALL.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, with Illustrations, ?s. 6</.

Signboards :

Their History. With Anecdotes of Famous Taverns and Re-
markable Characters. By JACOB LARWOOD and JOHN CAMDEN
HOTTEN. With nearly loo Illustrations.

" Even ifwe were ever so maliciously inclined, we could not pick out all Messrs.
Larwood and Hotten's plums, became the good things are so numerous as to defy
the most wholesale depredation." TIMES.

Exquisitely printed in miniature, cloth extra, gilt edges, 2s. 6d.

The Smoker 's Text-Book.
ByJ. HAMER, F.R.S.L.
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Crown 8vo, cloth extra, gilt, with 10 full-page Tinted

Illustrations, "Js. 6d.

Sheridan s Complete Works,
with Life and Anecdotes. Including his Dramatic Writings,

printed from the Original Editions, his Works in Prose and

Poetry, Translations, Speeches, Jokes, Puns, &c. ; with a Collec-

tion of Sheridaniana.
" The editor has brought together within a manageable compass not only the

seven plays by which Sheridan is best known, but a collection also of his poetical
pieces which are less familiar to the public, sketches ofunfinished dramas, selection!

front his reported witticisms, and extractsfrom his principal speeches. To these
is prefixed a short but well-written memoir, giving the chief facts in Sheridan's

literary and political career ; so that, with this volume in his hand, the student

tnay consider himself tolerably well furnished with all that is necessary for a
generalcomprehension of the subject of it." PALL MALL GAZETTE.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, gilt, 6s. 6d.

The Slang Dictionary :

Etymological, Historical, and Anecdotal. An ENTIRELY NEW
EDITION, revised throughout, and considerably Enlarged.

" We are glad to see the Slang Dictionary reprintedand enlarged. From a high
scientific point of view this book is not to be despised. Of course it cannot fail to

be amusing also. It contains the very vocabulary of unrestrained humour, and
oddity, andgrotesqueness. In a word, it provides valuable material both for the
student of language and the student ofhuman nature." ACADEMY.

Crown 410, uniform with " Chaucer for Children," with Coloured

Illustrations, cloth gilt, IQJ. 6d.

Spenserfor Children.
By M. H. TOWRY. With Illustrations in Colours by WALTER
J. MORGAN.

" In these transcripts the writer has endeavoured to preserve the thoughts and
language of Spenser, while presenting the tales in a simple and continuousform.

spi.

fan
to theyoung."

Imperial 410, containing 150 beautifully-finished full-page Engravings
and Nine Vignettes, all tinted, and some illuminated in gold and

colours, half-morocco, <j Qs.

Stothard's MomimentalEffigies ofGreat
Britain. With Historical Description and Introduction by JOHN
KEMPE, F. S. A. A NEW EDITION, with a large body of Additional

Notes by JOHN HEWITT.

%* A few Large Paper copies, royal folio, with the arms illuminated

in gold and colours, and the plates very carefully finished in body-colours,

heightened with gold in the very finest style, half-morocco, ^15 iijj.
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Crown 8vo, cloth extra, gs.

Stedman 's Victorian Poets :

Critical Essays. By EDMUND CLARENCE STEDMAN.
" IVe ought to be thankful to those who do critical work with competent skill

and understanding, with honesty of purpose, and with diligence and thoroughness
vfexecution. And Mr. Stedman, having chosen to work in this line, deserves the
tfianks of English scholars by these qualities and by something more; ....
he isfaithful, studious, and discerning." SATURDAY REVIEW.

Large 8vo, half-Roxburghe, with Illustrations, price 9^.

Stow 's Survey of London.
Edited by W. J. THOMS, F.S.A. A New Edition, with Copper-
plate Illustrations.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, with Illustrations, Js. 6d.

Swift's Choice Works,
in Prose and Verse. With Memoir, Portrait, and Facsimiles of
the Maps in the Original Edition of "

Gulliver's Travels."
" The ' Tale of a Tub '

is, in my apprehension, the masterpiece of Swift ;

certainly Rabelais has nothing superior, even in invention, nor anything so con-

densed, so fainted, so full of real meaning, of biting satire, of felicitous analogy.
The ' Battle of the Books' is such an improvement on the similar combat in the

Lutrin, that we can hardly own it as an imitation." HALLAM.
"

Swift's reputation as apoet has been in a mannerobscured by the greatersplen-
dour, by the naturalforce and inventive genius, of his prose writings ; but, if he
had never written either the ' Tale ofa Tub' or ''Gulliver's Travels,' his name
merely as a poet would have come down to its, and have gone down to posterity,
with well-earned honours." HAZLITT.

Mr. Swinburne's
The Queen Mother and
Rosamond. Fcap. 8vo, $s.

Atalanta in Calydon.
A New Edition. Crown 8vo, 6s.

Chastelard.
A Tragedy. Fcap. 8vo, 75.

Poems and Ballads.
Fcap. 8vo, gs.

Notes on "Poems and
Ballads." 8vo, is.

William Blake :

A Critical Essay. With Facsimile

Paintings. Demy 8vo, 165.

Songs before Sunrise.
Crown 8vo, IQJ. 6d.

BotJiwell:
A Tragedy. Two Vols. crown
8vo, I2J. 6d.

George Chapman :

An Essay. Crown 8vo, 75.

Songs of Two Nations.
Crown 8vo, 6s.

Essays and Studies.

ErecJitheus :

A Tragedy. Crown 8vo, 6s.

Note of an English Re-
publican on the Muscovite Cru-
sade. 8vo, is.

A Note on CharlottcBronlc.
Crown 8vo, 6s.
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MR. SWINBURNE'S NEW WORK.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 9.?.

Poems and Ballads. SECOND SERIES.
By ALGERNON CHARLES SWINBURNE.

%* Also in fcap. 8vo, at same price, uniform with the FIRST
SERIES.

Fcap. 8vo, cloth extra, 3.?. 6d.

Rossetti's(14S. M.) Criticism upon Swin-
burne's

" Poems and Ballads"

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, with Illustrations, "js. 6d.

Strutt's Sports and Pastimes of the
People of England ; including the Rural and Domestic Recrea-

tions, May Games, Mummeries, Shows, Processions, Pageants,
and Pompous Spectacles, from the Earliest Period to the Present
Time. With 140 Illustrations. Edited by WILLIAM HONE.

*^* A few Large Paper Copies, with an extra set of Copperplate
Illustrations, carefully Coloured by Hand, from the Originals, 50.?.

Medium 8vo, cloth extra, with Illustrations, Js. fxl.

Dr. Syntax 's Three Tours,
in Search of the Picturesque, in Search of Consolation, and in

Search of a Wife. With the whole of ROWLANDSON'S droll page
Illustrations, in Colours, and Life of the Author by J. C. HOTTEN.

Large post 8vo, cloth, full gilt, gilt top, with Illustrations, 12s. 6d.

Thackerayana :

Notes and Anecdotes Illustrated by a profusion of Sketches by
WILLIAM MAKEPEACE THACKERAY, depicting Humorous Inci-

dents in his School-life, and Favourite Characters in the books of

his everyday reading. With Hundreds of Wood Engravings and
Five Coloured Plates, from Mr. Thackeray's Original Drawings.

" It -would have been a real loss to bibliographical literature had copyright
difficulties deprived the general public of this very amusing collection. One of
Thackeray's habits, from his schoolboy days, -was to ornament the margins and

.. -

place in literature is eminent enough to have made this an interest to future

generations. The anonymous editor has done the best that he could to compen-
sate for tne lack of this. It is an admirable addendum, not only to his collected

"works, but also to any memoir of him that has been, or that is likely to be,

written." BRITISH QUARTERLY REVIEW.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, gilt edges, with Illustrations, "Js. (>d.

Thomson's Seasons and Castle of In-
dolence. With a Biographical and Critical Introduction by ALLAN
CUNNINGHAM, and over 50 fine Illustrations on Steel and Wood.
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Two Vols. crown 8vo, cloth boards, iSs. ; Large Paper copies

(only 50 printed), 36.?.

Cyril Tourneur's Collected Works,
Plays and Poems. Edited, with Critical Introduction and Notes,

by J. CHURTON COLLINS.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, with Coloured Illustrations, 7*. (>d.

J. M. W. Turner's Life and Correspond-
ent. Founded upon Letters and Papers furnished by his Friends

and fellow Academicians. By WALTER THORNBURY. A New
Edition, considerably Enlarged. With numerous Illustrations

in Colours, facsimiled from Turner's original Drawings.

Taine's History of English Literature.
Translated by HENRY VAN LAUN. Four Vols. small 8vo, 30^.

** Also a New and Cheaper Edition, in Two Vols., crown
8vo, cloth extra, 153.

Small 8vo, cloth gilt, with Portrait, 6s.

Thoreau : His Life and Aims.
A Study. By H. A. PAGE, Author of "The Life of Thomas
De Quincey," &c.

EXTRACT FROM PREFACE. ' The nature-instinct in Thoreau was so strong
that, as I believe, it may even do something to aid in the interpretation of certain

phenomena ofso distant a period as the Middle Age. I see a kind of real likeness
between this so-called

'
Stoic' of America, with his unaffected lovefor the slave, his

wonderful sympathies and attractions for the lower creatures, his simplicities,
and his likingfor the labour of the hand, and that St. Francis whose life has
recently been made fresh and real to us by the skilfulpen ofMrs. Oliphant. All I
claim /or Thoreau is a disinterested and not a one-sided andprejudiced hearing.'

Crown 8Vo, cloth extra, with Illustrations, 7^. 6d.

Timbs' Clubs and Chib Life in London.
With Anecdotes of its famous Coffee-houses, Hostelries, and
Taverns. By JOHN TIMES, F.S.A. With numerous Illustrations.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, with Illustrations, Js. 6d.

Timbs* English Eccentrics and Ec-
centricities: Stories of Wealth and Fashion, Delusions, Impos-
tures, and Fanatic Missions, Strange Sights and Sporting Scenes,
Eccentric Artists, Theatrical Folks, Men of Letters, &c. By JOHN
TIMES. F.S.A. With nearly ijo Illustrations.
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One Vol. crown 8vo, cloth extra, fs. 6d.

Tom Taylor 's Historical Plays.
"Clancarty," "Jeanne d'Arc," "'Twixt Axe and Crown," "The
Fool's Revenge,"

"
Arkwright's Wife," "Anne Boleyn," "Plot

and Passion."

%* The Plays may also be had separately, at is. each.

Crown 4to, half-Roxburghe, 12s. 6d.

Vagabondiana ;
or, Anecdotes of Mendicant Wanderers through the Streets of

London ; with Portraits of the most Remarkable, drawn from the

Life by JOHN THOMAS SMITH, late Keeper of the Prints in the
British Museum. With Introduction by FRANCIS DOUCE, and

Descriptive Text. With the Woodcuts and the 32 Plates, from
the original Coppers.

Large crown 8vo, cloth antique, with Illustrations, Js. 6d.

Walton and Cotton's Complete Angler ;
or, The Contemplative Man's Recreation : being a Discourse of

Rivers, Fishponds, Fish and Fishing, written by IZAAK WALTON ;

and Instructions how to Angle for a Trout or Grayling in a clear

Stream, by CHARLES COTTON. With Original Memoirs and
Notes by Sir HARRIS NICOLAS, and 61 Copperplate Illustrations.

Carefully printed on paper to imitate the Original, 22 in. by 14 in., zr.

Warrant to Execute Charles I.
An exact Facsimile of this important Document, with the Fifty-
nine Signatures of the Regicides, and corresponding Seals.

Beautifully printed on paper to imitate the Original MS., price 2s.

Warrant to Execute Mary Q. of Scots.
An exact Facsimile, including the Signature of Queen Elizabeth,
and a Facsimile of the Great Seal.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, with Illustrations, *Js. 6d.

Wright 's Caricature History of the
Georges. ( TTte House ofHanover.) With 400 Pictures, Caricatures,

Squibs, Broadsides, Window Pictures, &c. By THOMAS WRIGHT,
Esq., M.A., F.S.A.

Large post 8vo, cloth extra, gilt, with Illustrations, 7-r. dd.

Wright 's History of Caricature and of
the Grotesque in Art, Literature, Sculpture, and Painting, from
the Earliest Times to the Present Day. By THOMAS WRIGHT,
M.A ., F. S. A. Profusely illustrated by F. W. FAIRHOLT, F. S. A.

J. OGDEN AND CO., PRINTERS, 172, ST. JOHN STREET, B.C.
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